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TRANSLITERATION KEY
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A distinctive glottal stop made at the bottom of the throat,

Pronounced like the th in think.

Hard h sound made at the Adam’s apple in the middle of the throat.

Pronounced like ch in Scottish loch.

Pronounced like th in this.

A slightly trilled + made behind the upper front teeth.
An emphatic s pronounced behind the upper front teeth,
An emphatic d-like sound made by pressing the entire tongue against the

upper palate.
An emphatic t sound produced behind the front teeth.

An emphatic th sound, like the th in this, made behind the front teeth.
A distinctive Semitic sound made in the middle of the throat and sounding
to a Western ear more like a vowel than a consonant.
A guttural sound made at the top of the throat resembling the untrilled

German and French r.

A hard & sound produced at the back of the palate.
This sound is like the English but has more body. It is made at the very
bottom of the throat and pronounced at the beginning, middle, and ends

of words.
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CONVENTIONS

Readers should be familiar with the following terms:

Wajib - something one is censured for omitting, categorically.
Throughout this translation, it is usually rendered as “obliga-
tory.”
Fard — something established via incontrovertible evidence. It
has been rendered as “prescribed.”
Haram ~ something one is legally censured for, including utter-
ances and acts of the heart. It has been rendered as “unlawful.”
Mandib, mustababb, sunnah — something one is rewarded for
performing, yet one is not punished for neglecting it, categori-
cally. It includes utterances and actions of the heart, and has
been rendered as “recommended.”
Makriih ~ is that which someone is praised for avoiding yet is
not censured for performing. It has been rendered as “disliked.”
Mubdab, balal something that in and of itself is free of praise
and censure. It has been rendered as “permissible.”
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PREFACE
a3
Jal!

While studying in Damascus, I was blessed with the opportunity to
study Hanbali figh for three years withAbi Ibrahim ibn Badran, one
of the school’s authorized muftis. Towards the end ofmy reading,
he recommended I teach and transmit what I had studied. Following
his recommendation, I began presenting Hanbali figh online and
translating Zad al-Mustaqni‘. | completed the translation of Zad,
and then added annotations up through the chapter on trade. But
my work was never mature enough to publish.
A decade has passed andI feel it is time to carry out my sheikh’s

recommendation. Instead of reviving a project dormant for a de-
cade, I thought it better to translate a smaller text. So, at the end
of December 2015, I started on Akhsar al-Mukhtasardat, one of the
more popular later introductions to the school.
The author of the text is Muhammad bin Badr al-Din bin ‘Abd

al-Haqq bin Balban al-Hanbali, born in 1006 AH/1597 CE in the
Salihiyyah region of Damascus. He was known for his knowledge
of hadith and figh, including mastery of the four schools, his acts
ofworship, and his abstinence. His books include Kaft al-Mubtadi
which he abridged as Akhsar al-Mukhtasarat, Mukhtasar al-Ifadat
fi Rub‘ al-Ibadatma‘ al-Adab wa Ziyddat, and a short book on the
creed of the Salaf abridged from Ibn Hamdan al-Hanbali’s Nibayat
al-Mubtad?in, He was reported to frequently repeat ‘Ali bin Ahmed
al-Zaydi’s statement: “Treat voluntary acts as obligations, sins as

disbelief, lusts as poison, mixing with people as fire, and food as
medicine.” He passed away in 1083 AH/1672CE.
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

Not wanting to risk another decade passing without publication,
I decided to publish the first quarter covering the major acts of
worship: purification, prayer, alms, fasting, pilgrimage, and jihad.
While reviewing these chapters I added explanatory notes from
al-Ba‘li’s commentary Kashf al-Mukhaddarat to clarify the basic
text, provide examples, and clarify categorical rulings.

I relied on Dar al-Basha’ir al-Islimiyyah’s editions of these
two books, both edited by Muhammad al-‘Ajmiy. Material
from Kashf is placed between I kept my own additions to a

minimum, placing them between [...].
It is my hope that this translation — along with its future install-

ments — serves English-speaking audiences as an introduction to
the basic topics within the Hanbali school. Students will benefit
most if they read it with a qualified instructor, perhaps after reading
Joe Bradford’s Al-Oaddumi’s Elementary Primer in Hanbali Figh.

Those who helped with this project are too numerous to men-
tion. I am ever in debt to Sheikh Abii Ibrahim and it has been a

great honor to study and sit with him, Many thanks are owed to
the Abdul Wahhab and Abdel-Jellal for convincing me to trans-
late a Hanbali text, and to the individuals who reviewed drafts
of the translation and offered corrections, encouragement, and
advice — especially Anaz Zubair, Annisa Rochadiat, Joe Bradford,
and Dropkick Copy’s Nabeel Azeez. Many thanks to Nuh and
Sumayah for the cover. Last but not least, 1 owe much to my wife
for her constant support and sacrifice over the years.
May Allah grant all who have been mentioned in this preface -

and us — His mercy, andmay He make us among those who benefit
from this text.Where I have succeeded, it is only through the grace
of Allah; where I have faltered it is from my own shortcomings.

MUSA FURBER
ABU DHABI
APRIL 20, 2016
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INTRODUCTION
3
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In the name of Allah, the Merciful and Compassionate
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All praise belongs to Allah, who gives a deep understanding of
religion to whomever of His creation He so wishes. May prayers
and greetings be upon our Prophet Muhammad, the trustworthy
one who was strengthened with His clear Book, who held fast to
His strong rope «..e., Islam or the Quran», and upon his Household
and all of his Companions.
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS
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To commence:
It crossed my mind to abridge my book titled “Kafi al-Mubtadi”

(*The Novice’s Sufficiency”) on the figh of Imam Ahmed bin Hanbal
(the one who was patient in [following] the Originator’s judgment
<during persecution») to bring it within reach of novices, facilitate its
memorization for desirers, and reduce its bulk for seekers. I named it
“Akhsar al-Mukbtasarat” (“The Most Abridged Abridgment”) since I
have not encountered a shorter Hanbali text amassing its topics. I ask
Allah to make it benefit anyone who reads it,memorizes, or ponders it.
For indeed, He does answer supplications. And [I ask Allah] to make
it purely for His noble sake, to draw closer to Him in the luxurious
gardens [of Paradise]. My success and protection are through Allah
alone. I rely upon and return to Him.
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PURIFICATION
a
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Categories ofWater
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There are three «categories» of water.
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The first <category> is purifying. It is water that remains as it
was created,

It includes «a type that is» offensive, such as what has changed
due tomixingwith a non-soluble substance <e.g., camphor or grease.
This category also includes water changed by sea salt».

Tt includes «a type that is» unlawful, and does not lift [an indi-
vidual’s state of] impurity yet removes filth.' It is stolen water <or

exchanged for something unlawful, and water from the lands of
Thamiid - except from the well of the camel [of Salih (peace be

upon him)].
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1. The author consistently uses “lift” [yarfa‘] with ritual impurity and “remove”
[yuezil] with filth. I have maintained this in the translation.
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

The second «category of water is pure. It does not lift [an in-
dividual’s state of] ritual impurity or remove filth. It is water that
has been changed by mixing with a soluble, pure substance <e.g.,
saffron, milk, honey, and similar pure substances».

It includes small amounts of water used to lift ritual impurity.

Ani bbeEL FSSbehy ils Se CF Guns 238i
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The third <category> is filthy. It is categorically [mutlagan]im-

permissible to use <in acts or worship or otherwise. It is water
changed even slightly» by filth not located in the place being pu-
rified or water that has encountered filth elsewhere while being a
small quantity. Flowing water is akin to stagnant.
A large quantity «of water is two qullahs, which equal 107 7/7

Damascene rifls [162 liters, 42.8 gallons*]. A small quantity of
water is less than this.

Containers andAnimals
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Every container is permissible to acquire and use unless it is

[made of] gold or silver, or soldered with either. However, a small
amount of silver solder is permissible when needed.
The containers and clothes of non-Muslims are [presumed] pure

so long as an item is not known to be filthy.

2. See Ibn Jami‘, Al-Fawaid al-Muntakhabdt, 1:22.
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PURIFICATION

The skin of an unslaughtered animal «that became filthy by dying»
is not purified via tanning. All of its parts are filth, except its hair
and the like <e.g., feathers and wool; as these remain pure when
they are from an animal that is pure while alive, or an inedible
animal like a cat or something smaller»
Anything separated froma live creature is akin to an unslaugh-

tered creature of its type <in being pure or filthy».

Going to the Lavatory

a fue stray 272 str Slo Yi (jes)
Cleaning oneself with water or stones or their like [istinja’] is

obligatory for everything exiting [the waste passages] «whether
rare (like worms) or common (like urine)» — except flatulence, pure
substances, and whatever does not defile <e.g., kidney stones».
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It is recommended to say when entering the lavatory

“Bismi Llab, Allabumma inni a‘tidhu bika mina |-khubthi
wa |-khaba@ith”

(“In the name of Allah. O Allah, verily I seek protection
through You from male and female devils.”)

and when exiting
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

“Ghufranak al-bamdu Lillahi lladhi adbhaba ‘anni al-
adhd wa ‘Gfani”

(“Grant me Your forgiveness. Praise belongs to Allah,
who removed harm from me and cured me”).

[When going to the lavatory] «it is recommended> to cover the
head; to wear sandals; to step in with one’s left and favor it when
sitting; to exit with the right (opposite to the mosque, sandals, and
the like <e.g., entering schools and wearing clothes»); to distance
oneself in vacant areas; to seek soft ground for urination; to wipe
the penis with the left hand after urinating, from base to tip three
times; and to tap it three times.
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It is offensive to enter the lavatorywith anything bearingmention
of Allah Most High; to speak therein without need; to lift one’s
garment before drawing close to the ground; to urinate in crevices
and the like <e.g., holes, burrows and dens»; to touch one’s penis
with the right hand without need; to face the sun or the moon
it being unlawful to face or turn one’s back to the direction of
prayer when not in [or between] buildings; to remain longer than
needed; to urinate in a trodden path or the like «e.g., shaded areas
in summer, sunny areas in winter, places where people congregate
for permissible and to urinate under a fruit-bearing
tree with fruit that is sought «whether or not they are eatem.
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PURIFICATION
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It is recommended to clean oneself via istijmdr «with stones and
their like: and then with water. <The opposite order is offensive. It
is permissible to limit oneself to one of them though in that case
water is superior.

It is not permissible to clean oneself via istijmar except by some-

thing pure, permissible to use, dry, and capable of cleaning the area.
It is not permissible to clean oneselfwith dung, bones, food «even

animal food>, anything possessing sanctity <e.g., books containing
beneficial knowledge, or part of an animal when it is attached to
the animal.
A condition for cleaning via istijmar is that the filth does not

move beyond its typical location and that there be at least three
clean wipes.

The Toothstick and Other Sunnahs ofthe Body
asG3 ° var 2
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Using toothsticks is recommended at all times except after the
sun has reached its zenith for someone who is fasting — for that is
offensive. Its usage is emphasized at prayer and the like <e.g., for
ablution, reciting Quran, entering the mosque or one’s house»,when
the mouth changes and the like «e.g., after sleep, lengthy periods of
silence, yellowing of the teeth, and an empty stomach.
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

It is recommended to begin with the right side of the mouth
when using it.

<Beginning with the right is also recommended during purifica-
tion and in all of one’s affairs.
It is recommended to apply oil every other day; to apply kobl

to each eye three times <nightly>; to look in the mirror; to use per-
fume; remove pubic hair; to crop one’s mustache; to pare one’s
nails; and to pluck armpit hair.

It is offensive to shave part of the head; to pluck white hairs; or
to pierce a young boy’s ears.

It is obligatory to circumcise males <by removing the foreskim
and females «by removing the skin above the vagina resembling a
cock’s crest [i.e., the clitoral hood]. It is recommended not to take
all of it.’ soon after reaching maturity when there is safety from
harm. It is recommended to do so before maturity. It is offensive
to do so from birth up to and including the seventh day.

Obligatory and RecommendedActs ofAblution

“e ° %
+
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Lanes Go Jab Ca)
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The obligatory acts of ablution are six:
<1» washing the face including rinsing the mouth and nostrils;
<2—3> washing the arms and feet «including the elbows and ankles»;
<4> wiping all of the head including the ears;
<§> ordering «the limbs as AllahMost Highmentioned them and,
<6> consecutiveness.
<The [last] two are dropped when making the purificatory bath

for major impurity.»

3. There is an opinion within the school that it is not required for women. This
opinion was preferred by many Hanbali scholars, including Ibn Qudamah.
See Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mugbni, 1:64; and ‘Ali al-Mardawi, Al-Insdf, 1:124.
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PURIFICATION
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The intention is a condition for every legal act of purification
except for removing filth, a non-Muslim female performing the

purificatory bath «for menstruation, lochia, and the like: to render
intercourse permissible, and a Muslim female who refuses <[to
perform the bath] for the same

<The conditions for ablution are eight: conclusion of the act that
obligates it; the intention; beingMuslim; sanity; discernment; pure
and lawful water; removing whatever prevents it from reaching
the body; and having cleaned oneself of filth [éstinja?|»

weslingob||
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Saying “bismi Llah” is an obligation «in five places»: during ab-

lution, the purificatory bath, dry ablution, and someone washing
their hands after waking from sleep that invalidated their ablution.
<The fifth is when washing the deceased.» The obligation ceases due
to forgetfulness and ignorance.
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Its recommended acts include: facing the direction of prayer
[giblah]; using the toothstick [miswak]; starting by washing the
hands (for someone who is not rising from having slept at night, as
such a person must wash them three times, out of being devotional
[ta‘bbudan]); rinsing the mouth before the nostrils, and to do so
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

vigorously if one is not fasting; combing one’s fingers through thick
hair, and between one’s fingers and toes; performing a second and
third washing - more than this is offensive.

It is recommended after finishing ablution to raise one’s gaze to
the sky and to say what has been transmitted

<“Ashhadu an 1a ilaba illa Llahu wabdahu la sharika
labu, wa ashhadu anna Mubammadan ‘abdubu wa
rasiiluhu, Allahumma j‘alni mina t-tawwabin wa j‘alni
mina |-mutatabbirin, subbanaka Allaumma wa bi bamdika,
ashhadu an Ia ilaha illa anta, astaghfiruka wa atiibu ilayk”

(“I testify that there is no deity other than Allah, alone and
without partner. AndI testify thatMuhammad [3%] is His
servant and His messenger. O Allah, make me amongst
the penitent and the purified. Glory is Yours, O Allah, and
through Your praise. I testify that there is no deity other
than You. I seek Your forgiveness and repent to You.”)».

And Allah knows best.

Wiping over Footgear
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It is permissible to wipe over leather socks [khuff] and their like

<e.g., layers of leather socks, socks, and other barriers — provided
their conditions are met; a male’s turban that wraps under the
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PURIFICATION

chin or has a tail [dhw’abab); and over a woman’s head-covering
that wraps below the bottom of the mouth.
It is permissible to wipe> over bandages that do not exceed the

amount needed, until the bandages are removed. If the bandage
exceeds the needed area or was wrapped while not having ritual
purity, it must be removed. Though if one fears harm from remov-
ing it, one makes dry ablution combined with wiping over what
was placed while having ritual purity.
The resident or one whose travel is sinful wipes for one day and

night, starting from the time their ablution was invalidated after
wearing [the khuff or a similar barrier]. A traveler who shortens

prayers wipes for three days and nights.

waUS Aooc
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If one wipes while traveling and then becomes a resident (or
the opposite), he is akin to a resident [so he wipes for up to one

day and night].
Stipulated <forwiping over khuffand similar barriers are «seven

conditions:
<P to have a complete purification «using water;
<2 that the wiped barrier covers the area obligatory [fard] to wash;
<3-4> that they attach [to the foot] on their own <or by wearing

sandals over them, and can be walked in a manner customarily
considered walking;

<5> that they are pure; and
<6 that they are permissible for use.
<A seventh condition is that they do not describe the skin due

to being translucent (like thin glass) or thinness (like sheer socks).>

II
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It is obligatory to wipe the majority of a turban’s loops, the ma-

jority of the top of the foot, and the entirety of a bandage. If part
of what must [fard] be washed [during ablution] becomes visible
or the duration expires, one recommences ablution.

Ablution Invalidators
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Eight things invalidate ablution:
<1> whatever exits from a waste-passage, categorically [mutlaqan]

«small or large;
<2> urine or feces, or a large amount of other filth dike vomit,

blood, and puss> exiting from the rest of the body;
<3» loss of consciousness — except for light dozing from someone

standing or seated;
<4> washing a deceased;
<5> eating camel meat;
<6 apostasy and everything that requires taking the purificatory

bath except death;
<7> touching the unsevered front private parts or the anus of

a human being with one’s hand «including the palm, back of the
hands, or the edges of the fingers or hand»; and,

<8> touching someone of the opposite sex with arousal without
a barrier. But «touching does» not ablution» when the
part touched or doing the touching is the hair or tooth or nail, nor
when it involves someone less than seven years old.
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PURIFICATION
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The ablution of the person touched is never invalidated, cat-
egorically [»utlaqan] «regardless of arousal and the ages involved.
Whoever has doubt about ritual purity «after being certain of

ritual impurity> and ritual impurity «after being certain of ritual
purity> bases their actions on their certitude <impurity in the former,
and purity in the latter.
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It is unlawful for someone in the state ofminor ritual impurity
to touch the printed Quran [mushaf], pray, or perform circum-
ambulation.

[It is unlawful] for someone in the state of sexual pollution
[jandbah] and the like <e.g., [after the end of] menstruation and
lochia> to do the same, recite a verse of the Quran, or remain in a

mosque without ablution.

Occasions Obligating the Purificatory Bath
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Seven occasions obligate the purificatory bath:
<1-2> the exit of fluid typically released during orgasm [mani]

from its orifice with pleasure; and its moving «from its source, even
if it does not exit;

<3> the insertion of the glans of the penis into a vagina or anus -
even into an animal or a dead being — without a barrier;

<4 a non-Muslim entering Islam;

Lai’
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.THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

<5> death;
<6> menstruation; and,
«7 lochia.
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‘The purificatory bath» is recommended for «sixteen occasions»:

«1-5» the Friday Prayer, <for washing the deceased, Eid, Eclipse,
and Drought [Prayers];

<6> insanity;
<7> loss of consciousness unaccompanied by ejaculation;
<8> irregular vaginal bleeding (for each prayer);
<g> entering the state of pilgrimage [ibram);
<IO-1IP entering Mecca and its Sanctuary;

standing on ‘Arafah;
<13~14> the Visitation and Farewell Circumambulations;
«15> staying the night at Muzdalifah; and,
<16> throwing [stones] at [the three] pillars.

7 2 ae or
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A woman undoes her braids [when bathing] due to menstruation

and lochia- but not [when washing] for sexual pollution [janabab]when the water reaches the roots.
v 3
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It is recommended to use one mudd [0.51 liters] of water for
ablution, and one sa‘ [2.04 liters] for the purificatory bath. It is
offensive to waste water.
If one’s intention for the purificatory bath is to lift the state of

both minor and major ritual impurity, or to lift impurity without
restriction, both are lifted.
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PURIFICATION
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It is recommended for someone in a state of sexual pollution

[jandbah] to wash their genitals, and to make ablution for eating,
drinking, sleeping, or repeating intercourse. It is better to perform
the purificatory bath for these. It is offensive for someone in a state
of sexual pollution to sleep without making ablution.
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Dry ablution is valid with «eight conditions»:
<1~5 the intention; being aMuslim who is sane, has discernment,

and having cleaned oneself of filth via stones or water;
<6> using purifying earth that is permissible [to the user] and

contains dirt;
«7» the absence of water due to confinement <of the water from

him, or him from the water or the like <e.g., enemies cutting off
their water, or not able to draw water from the well; or due to fear
that using or seeking water will be harmful to his life, property, or
another <e.g., human or animal, or it being needed for cooking, or
it being sold far above its typical price; and,

<8> when the time of an obligatory [fard] prayer has entered or
a non-obligatory prayer is permissible.

It <dry ablutiom is performed for everything done with water —

except for non-bodily filth [e.g. on the clothes].*

4. In the original text, this line comes before the one above it. It has been

moved here to keep the conditions together.
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If one found water but it is not sufficient for purification, one

uses it [for ablution] and then makes dry ablution.
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One makes dry ablution for a wound when one would wash
it if it is not possible to wipe it with water, and [one] washes the

healthy [parts].°
<One who has a wound on some of the limbs of ablution must

observe the order for raising minor ritual impurity when making
ablution [...]. Consequently, one makes dry ablution for a wound
when one would wash it when it is healthy. So if the wound is
on the face in a way that he cannot wash any of it, he makes dry
ablution first and then completes ablution. If the wound is on part
of his face, he chooses between washing the healthy part and then
making dry ablution for the wounded part; or making dry ablution,
and then washing the healthy part and continuing ablution. If the
injury is on another limb, he must wash whatever comes before it
and then do as mentioned with the face. If the injury is on his face,
hands, and feet, each limb needs a dry ablution where it would
[otherwise] be washed in order to preserve the order. If he were
to wash the healthy part of his face and then make a single dry
ablution for it and his hands, it would not suffice [...].

[The above applies] if it is not possible to wipe the injury with
water.

If it is possible to wipe the injury with water, it is obligatory and
suffices since washing is commanded and wiping is included — just
like someone who is unable to bow and prostrate but is able to
nod must nod. [In such a case, one also] washes the healthy [por-
tion of the limb].

5. For the sake of clarity, the basic text has been presented first without com-

mentary. The following paragraphs present the basic text grouped together
with its commentary grouped separately and edited slightly to increase clarity.
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PURIFICATION

One who has a wound on some of the limbs of ablution is also

required when making ablution to observe consecutiveness when
lifting minor ritual impurity, so he is required to wash the healthy
[portion of the limb] with every dry ablution.»
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Seekingwater is a condition. If he forgot that he can obtain water
«such as forgetting that one can buy it or has enough to purchase
it and made dry ablution, he must repeat [whatever he prayed].
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Its obligatory actions are «four:
<I-2> wiping the face and the hands up to the wrists; and,
«3-4» when performing dry ablution for minor ritual impurity

<.¢., in place ofminor impurity», its order and consecutiveness are
also obligatory.

ASE Fd bas Seed G5Pee

Intending making an action licit [al-istibdbah] is a condition
for whatever dry ablution is performed for <.e. minor or major
ritual impurity, or for filth on the body». One does not pray an
obligatory [fard] prayer if one intended a voluntary prayer or did
not specify [atlaqa].
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Dry ablution is invalidated «by five>
when the time [of the current prayer] has elapsed;

<2 conclusion of whatever makes it permissible — such as when

ol JI ars
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one makes dry ablution for a sickness and then recovers, or for
cold that ends;
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<3 removing what is wiped over;
<4 whatever invalidates ablution; and,
<5> the presence of water if performed for its absence. It is rec-

ommended for someone expecting water to wait until the end of
a prayer’s preferred time of performance.
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Whoever lacks water and earth or is not able to use them prays
just the obligatory [fard] prayer however his conditions allow.
He is not required to repeat [these prayers]. He limits himself to
what suffices and does not recite [Quran] outside of prayer if he
has sexual pollution [jandbah] «or anything else that requires the

purificatory bath.

Cleaning and RemovingFilth
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The ground and its like «e.g., rocks, walls» are purified by remov-

ing the filthy substance and its traces with water.
The urine and vomit of a male infant who has not eaten food

desirously [are purified] by dousing it «with water.
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Other types of filth are purified by seven washings — one ofwhich
is accompanied by earth or its like «e.g., saltwort, bran, soap», for
filth from dogs and pigs <but no other animal — combined with
its removal. The color, smell, or both remaining does not harm
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PURIFICATION

purification if they cannot be removed. <But the taste remaining
harms purification since taste indicates that the substance remains.»

hash £585 EASY 5 1385 HE Galt LIEW of
Any wine that becomes vinegar on its own is pure, as is its con-

tainer. But oil and something that has absorbed filth dike paste>
do not «become pure.
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Small amounts of filthy blood and the like <e.g., pus» from a pure
animal are excusable — except when present in liquids or edibles.
But blood from the waste passages is not excusable — except for
menstrual blood «and lochia and irregular vaginal bleeding».

erohs 4555 3 Big hes dg 35BN 5LE J 1

Whatever lacks flowing blood, lice, fleas,mosquitoes, and the like
<ncluding flies» — categorically [mutlaqan] «alive or dead» — are pure.
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{The following] are filthy: liquid intoxicants; birds and nd
animals that are not eaten and which are larger than cats; milk
and sperm from non-humans.

[The following] are filthy [when] from an animal whose meat
is not eaten: urine, feces, and the like «e.g., vomit, pre-ejaculate
{madhil, prostatic fluid [wadi], mucus, saliva».
They are pure from edible animals, just as they are from animals

without flowing blood.

plo B65
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Mud on the street typically considered a small amount is excused

if known to be filthy. Otherwise, it is pure.

Menstruation

ise eS pt SENGEa NG JE 0 SY
Menstruation does not occur during pregnancy, after fifty dunar>

years of age, nor before completing nine «lunar years of age.
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The minimal duration <for is a single day and

night. The maximum is fifteen days. The norm is six or seven days.
The minimum duration of purity between two menstruations is

thirteen days. It has no maximum.
It is unlawful for a woman «during menstruation to perform

prayer and to fast. She is required to make up the fast.
One must pay a whole dindr or half a dindr as an expiation

for having vaginal intercourse during menstruation. Non-vaginal
foreplay is permissible.
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When a woman experiences her first period [menarche], she

refrains [from all that must be avoided during menstruation] for
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PURIFICATION

the minimum duration <of menstruation (i.e., one day and night)>,
then performs the purificatory bath and prays. If her bleeding does
not exceed the maximum duration «by it stopping within fifteen
days», she bathes again when it stops. If this repeats three times, it
is considered menstruation <and it is considered habitual, and she
makes up whatever was obligatory during it obligatory
fasts, circumambulating for pilgrimage, and the like». But if she
reaches menopause or it never repeats, then it is not considered
menstruation. If it exceeds the maximum amount «for menstrua-
tiom [i.e., fifteen days], she has irregular bleeding [mustabddab].

with irregular bleeding» that is differentiable in the
second month refrains <from praying and fasting if the blood fits
menstruation — otherwise «if it is not distinctive, or none of it fits
menstrual blood she sits for the minimum duration of menstrua-
tion [one day and night] until her irregular bleeding repeats «three
months [i.e., three times]> and she then sits for the most common
duration «six or seven days».

<including

<Someone
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A woman with irregular bleeding who has a habitual cycle gives

preference to her habit «even if the bleeding is differentiable. She
and people like her <e.g., someone with incontinence, perpetual
flatulence, bleeding that does not clot, or nosebleeds» wash the
place, apply a compress «i.e., plug or bind it to stop the flow», make
ablution for each prayer if anything exits, and intend being allowed
[to perform acts requiring purification, al-istibabah), It is unlaw-
ful to have intercourse with her except out of fear of fornication.
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The maximum duration for lochia is forty days. Intermittent times
of purity are considered purity; it is offensive to have intercourse
during those times. Its rulings are like menstruation — except for
the waiting period [‘iddab] and reaching maturity.
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The five prayers are obligatory for every responsible «i.e., physi-
cally mature and sane Muslim except during menstruation and
lochia.

Prayer is not valid from someone who is insane.
Prayer is not valid from someone who is a minor and lacks

discernment. His guardian must command him to pray the five
daily prayers on reaching seven lunar years of age, and discipline
him for their omission on reaching ten years of age.

It is unlawful to delay prayers to their time of necessity [waqt
al-dariirah| except for someone who is eligible to combine prayers
and intends to do so, or someone who is busy fulfilling one of its
conditions and will achieve it shortly <e.g., ablution, the purifica-
tory bath, someone busy patchinga tear in their only garment.
Whoever denies it <i.e, prayer is a disbeliever. “So is someone

who abandons prayer out of negligence or laziness, provided that
the Imam or his deputy has called him to perform it and he refuses
until the time for the next prayer draws to its end»
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The Call to Prayer
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The call to prayer [adban] and the call to its commencement

[igamah] are community obligations [fard] on men who are free
and resident for the current performance of the five [daily] «prayers»
and for the Friday Prayer.
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The call is not valid unless performed in order, consecutively
and with intention; by a male who has discernment [mumayyiz],
and is upright [‘adl] «i.e., has not committed an enormity and does
not persist in a lesser sin» — even if only apparently so; and after
the time has entered (except for the Dawn Prayer «which is valid
after half of the night has passed).

It is recommended that the one performing it has a far-reaching
voice, be trustworthy, and knows the time.
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Whoever combines or makes up prayers performs the call to
prayer [adhdn] for the first one and performs the call to commence
prayer [igamah] for each one.

LESS
It is recommended for the one making the call and whoever

hears it to repeat what the caller says in an inaudible voice. But
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PRAYER

at “bay ‘ald s-salat” (“Come to prayer”) one says “la bawlab wa
la quwwata illa bi-Llah” (“There is no power or strength except
through Allah”), and at “al-salatu khayrun mina n-naum” (“Prayer
is better than sleep”) one says “sadaqta wa bararta” (“You have
spoken the truth, and piously”).
Jt is recommended [for them both] to supplicate for the Proph-

et8 after it is finished, to say what was transmitted

<“Allahumma rabb hadbhibi al-da’wati al-tammati wa al-
salat al-qaimat, ati sayyidand Mubammadan al-wasilah
wa al-fadilah, wa-b‘athhu maqaman mabmiidani lladhi
wa‘adatahu”

(“O Allah, Lord of this comprehensive invitation and
enduring prayer, grant our liegelord Muhammada place
near to You, an excellence and exalted degree, and bestow
on him the praiseworthy station that You have promised
him”),

and to supplicate <here and after the call to commence prayer
[iqgamah)>.
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It is unlawful to exit the mosque after it <i.e., the call to prayer,
and before praying» without an excuse or intention to return.
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The conditions for the validity of prayer are six.
‘The first is» being free of ritual impurity (mentioned earlier).
<The second is> its time having entered. The time for Noon Prayer

is from when the sun passes its zenith until the length of an
object’s shadow (minus its length at the zenith) equals its height.
Following this is the preferred time for Afternoon Prayer [‘asr], up
until the shadow of every thing is twice its height (after subtract-
ing its shadow at the zenith). Its time of necessity extends until
sunset. Next is Sunset Prayer [maghreb], [which extends] until the
red glow disappears. Following this is the preferred time for the
Night Prayer [‘isha’| [which extends] until the first third of the
night. Its time of necessity extends until the second dawn [“true
dawn,” not “false dawn”]. Next is Morning Prayer [fajr], [which
extends] up until sunrise.
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An obligatory prayer is prayed on time if one says the initial
“Allabu akbar” (“Allah is most great!”) within its time. However,
it is unlawful to delay a prayer until the [remaining] time does not
encompass it.

One does not pray until one is certain of the time or one thinks
it is most likely that it has entered when certitude is not possible.
One repeats the prayer if one was mistaken.
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Whoever becomes qualified for its obligation [ablan li-wujibiha]
before its time exits while enough time remains to say “Allabu
akbar” is required to perform it along with any prior prayer that
can be joined with it «such as during travel. So if a minor matures
or someone insane regains their sanity as the sun sets he would
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PRAYER

perform Noon and Afternoon Prayers, or if it happens when the
horizon’s red glow after sunset disappears he would pray Sunset
and Night Prayers».
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It is obligatory to make up missed prayers immediately, in order,
so long as doing so is not harmful, one has not forgotten «the order,
or one does not fearmissing the current prayer or its preferred time.
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The third «condition for prayer is covering one’s nakedness —

it is obligatory even outside of prayer, when alone or in private
places [khalwah], or in darkness — with something that does not
characterize the skin <i.e., it being black or white; there is no harm
if it conveys the shape».
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The nakedness of a man, a prepubescent female who is free,
and a female slave is the area between the navel and the knees
«hough not the navel and the knees themselves». ‘The nakedness
of a> male between the ages of seven and ten [lunar years] is the
private parts (front and rear). The nakedness of a free woman is
her entire body — except for her face «and, according to groups of
scholars, her hands» during prayer.

1. This is a general rule and it applies when the person is resident or traveling.
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dt is permissible to expose one’s nakedness when necessary, such
as for medical treatment, giving birth, and the like»
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One must repeat a prayer if one’s nakedness was exposed for a

lengthy period, or one prayed in filth or a stolen garment, or on
stolen land. One does not repeat if one is confined to a filthy or
stolen place and one is not able to leave.
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The fourth «condition of prayer» is avoiding inexcusable filth
on the body, clothes, and place of prayer - when able «to do so».
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Whenever filth is used to mend a bone or suture <a wound and

its removal would be harmful, it is not obligatory to do so. [In
this case] one <obligatorily» makes dry ablution so long as flesh
has not covered it <i.e., the break and its like; since it has not been
washed with water.
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Prayer is not valid in graveyards, lavatories, bathhouses, camel
pens, abattoirs, where trash is thrown «even if pure», or the middle
of the path ~ nor on their roofs.
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The fifth «condition for prayer is facing the direction of prayer.
Prayer is not valid without it, except for someone unable to do so,
or for someone performing voluntary prayers while on a lawful
journey.
The obligation for someone close to the Ka‘bah is to face it

exactly, and for someone distant is to face its direction.
It is obligatory to act according to the report of someone who

is «a Muslim, trustworthy «and responsible, visibly and inwardly
upright [whose report is] based on certainty, and according to the
prayer niches [mabdrib] ofMuslims.

If, while traveling, the direction is not clear [ishtababat], someone
who knows its indicators exercises his personal judgment [ijtabada]
and others «who do not knows its indicators» follow him.
Whoever prays without either of them <.e., a trustworthy report

or personal judgment despite being able to do so must make it
up, categorically [»utlagan] «whether they are in error or correct».
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The sixth «condition for prayer is intention. dts conditions are

being Muslim, sanity, and discernment. Its time is the beginning
of an act of worship, or slightly before it.»

It is obligatory to identify personally-obligatory prayers. It
is recommended for the intention to be made concurrent to the
initial saying of “Allabu akbar,” and there is no harm if it is made
slightly beforehand.

Intention is a condition <for imams to lead and <for follow-
ers to follow. A follower can remove himself from following the
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imam when there is an excuse «permitting leaving the congregation,
such as sickness, the prayer being lengthy>. A follower’s prayer is
invalidated if his imam’s prayer is invalid — but not the opposite
if an imam intends praying separately.

Description of the Prayer
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It is recommended that one goes out to it <i.e., to prayer> with

purification, in a quiet and dignified manner; and with saying what
was transmitted

<“Allahbumma inni as’aluka bi-baqqi s-s@ilina ‘alayka, wa
bi-baqq mamshdya hadba, fa inni lam akhruj asharan
wa la bataran, wa 1a rid’an wa la sum‘atan, wa kharajtu
ittiqad’a sukhitka wa-btighd’a mardataka, fa as’aluka an
tunqidhni mina n-nar wa an taghfira li dhuniibi, innabu
la yaghfiru dh-dhuniiba illa anta”

(“O Allah, I ask You by the right that those who ask of
You have over You, and I ask by the virtue of this walk-
ing of mine, for I am not exiting out of pride or vanity,
or to show off or make a reputation. Rather, I exit out of
fearing Your wrath and seeking Your pleasure. So I ask
You to protect me from the Fire and to forgive me my
sins, for no one can forgive sins save You”)

“Allabumma-j‘alni min awjahi man tawajjah ilayka, wa
aqrabiman tawassala ilayka, wa afdali man sa’alaka wa
raghiba ilayka, Allabumma-j‘alni fi qalbi niiran, wa fi qgabri
niran, wa fi liséni niiran, wa fi sami nitran, wa fi basari
nitran, wa ‘an yamini niiran, wa ‘an shimali niiran, wa
amami nian, wa khalfi niiran, wa faugqi niiran, wa tabti
niiran, wa fi ‘asabi niran, wa fi labmi niiran, wa fi dami
niiran, wa fi sha‘ri niiri, wa fi bashari niiran, wa fi nafsi
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nitran, wa ‘azim li niiran, wa-j‘alni niiran, Allabhumma
‘atini niiran wa zidni nitran”

(“O Allah, make me the best in those turning to You, and
the closest who seek connection to You, and the best of
those who ask of You and are desirous of You. O Allah,
place light in my heart, light in my grave, light on my
tongue, light in my hearing, light in my seeing, light on
my right, light on my left, light beforeme, light behindme,
light above me, light below me, light in my sinew, light
in my flesh, light in my blood, light in my hair, light in
my skin, light in my self. Make the light greater for me.
Make me light. O Allah, grant me a light and increase
me in light!”)>.
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It is recommended: for the imam and then others who are not
standing to stand when the person making the call to commence
prayer says, “Oad qamati $-salab.”

One then says “Allabu akbar,” while standing (for obligatory
{fard] prayers) and raising one’s hands parallel to his shoulders.
One then grasps above one’s left wrist [k#‘] with the right hand,
places them below the navel, and throughout the prayer looks at
the place of prostration. One then says

eng cS
ws

“Subbdnaka Llabumma wa bi-bamdika wa tabdrak ismuka
wa ta‘dla jadduka wa Id ilaha ghayruka”
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(“Glory and praise be to You, O Allah, blessed be Your
Name and exalted be Your majesty, none has the right
to be worshipped but you”)

then seeks protection «saying “a‘idhu bi-Liahi mina sh-shaytani
r-rajim” (“I take refuge from the accursed Devil”)>, and says “Bismi
Llahi r-rabmani r-rabim” (“In the name of Allah, most Merciful,
and Compassionate”) — inaudibly «in all of them.
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One then recites Al-Fatihah in order and consecutively. It
contains eleven shaddahs. When finished, one says “Amin”: the
imam and followers say it together audibly in audible prayers.
Others <i.e., those praying individually say it audibly in whatever
is prayed audibly.
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It is recommended for the imam to recite audibly in the Dawn,
Friday, Eid, Lunar Eclipse [kusi#f] and Draught Prayers; and in the
first two [prayer-cycles] of Sunset and Night Prayers. It is offen-
sive for a follower to recite audibly. Individuals and their like «e.g.
someone making up prayers» can choose <between being audible
and inaudible».
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After Al-Fatihah [Qr], one then recites a chapter [s#rah]. One
reads from the longer “mufassal” siirahs from Qaf [Q50] through
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‘Amma [Q78} at Dawn Prayer, the shorter ones <Duha [93] to the
end [Q114)> during Sunset Prayer, and the mid-length ones “Amma
{Q78] thorough Duha [93]> during the remaining prayers.
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One then bows while saying “Allabu akbar” and raising one’s
hands. One then places one’s hands on the knees, fingers spread
apart, and the back straight. One says, “Subbdana rabbi al-‘azim”
(“Glory be to my Lord Almighty”) three times (which is the mini-
mum complete amount).
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One then raises one’s head and hands together, saying “Sami‘a
Llabu li-man bamidah” (“Allah hears whoever praises him”), and
then “rabband laka !-bamd” (“Our Lord, all praise is yours”). Once
one is erect, one says

“sabband laka |-bamd mil’a s-samd wa mil’a l-ard wa
mia ma shi’ta min shay’in ba‘d”

(“Our Lord, all praise is yours, [a praise] that would fill
the heavens and the earth and fill that which pleases Thee
besides them!”).

Followers say only “rabbana laka |-bamd.”
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One then says “Allabu akbar” and prostrates on the seven limbs:
one places «first one’s knees, and then one’s hands, then one’s
forehead, and then one’s nose.
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It is recommended that prostration be done upon the tips of
one’s toes, spreading the forearms out from one’s flanks and one’s
stomach away from one’s thighs, and one’s knees separated. One
says, “subban rabbi al-a‘la” (“Glory be to my Lord Most High”)
three times (which is the minimum complete amount).
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One then rises while saying “Allabu akbar,” sits sntrsha

<sitting with the left foot below one’s buttocks while the right foot
is raised up with the toes on the ground pointing towards the

direction
of prayer», and says, “rabbi-ghfir li” (“My Lord, forgive

e”) three times (whichis the complete amount).
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One then prostrates the second time the same way.
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One then rises, saying “Allahu akbar,” supporting himself by
putting his hands on the knees. (If this is difficult, one supports
oneself by putting the hands on the ground.)

One does «a prayer-cycle with the same «as the first, except for
the intention, initial “Allabu akbar,” opening supplication, and
seeking protection from Satan (if already done).
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Then «after performing the prayer-cycle> once sits muftarishan.
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It is recommended to place one’s hand on one’s thighs, clos-
ing the two smallest fingers and forminga circle with the thumb
and middle finger, and pointing with the index finger during the
tashabhud and supplication whenever mentioning “Allah.” <It is
also recommended: to extend the fingers of the left hand. One then
says the tashabhud, saying:

ass Agel ast

“Al-Tabiyyatu li-Llahi wa s-salawatu wa t-tayyibat, al-
salamu ‘alayka ayyuha n-nabi wa rabmatu Llahi wa
barakdtubu, al-salamu ‘alaynaé wa ‘ala ‘ibadi Llabi
$-salibin, ashhadu an 1a ilaba illa Llabu, wa-ashhadu
anna Mubammadan ‘abdubu wa rasilubu”

(“Greetings to Allah, and prayers and goodness. Peace
be upon you, O Prophet, and the mercy of Allah and
His blessings. Peace be upon us and upon the righteous
servants of Allah. I testify that there is no deity except
Allah, and I testify that Muhammad is His servant and
Messenger”).
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One then rises in the Sunset Prayer and in prayers with four
prayer-cycles, saying “Allahu akbar,” and prays the rest of the
prayer the same way — though inaudibly and reciting justAl-Fatihah.
Then one sits mutawarrikan «similar to iftirash except that the

left foot goes out under the right shin, and the bottom of the left
thigh and buttocks are in contact with the repeats the
first tashabhud, and then says:

“Allahumma salli ‘ald Mubammadin wa ‘ala Gli
Mubammadin kama sallayta ‘ala ibrahima wa ‘ala
ali Ibrabima innaka bamidun majid, wa barik ‘ala
Mubammadin wa ‘ala ali Mubammadin kama barakta
‘ala brabimawa‘aldalilbrahimainnakaHamidunmajid”

(“O Allah, bless Muhammad and the folk ofMuhammad
as you blessed Ibrahim and the family of Ibrahim, for You
are truly the Most Praiseworthy and Noble. O Allah, show
grace toMuhammad and the folk ofMuhammad as You
did to Ibrahim and the family of Ibrahim in the worlds,
for You are truly theMost Praiseworthy and Noble”).

It is recommended to seek protection by saying:

“a‘ttdhu bi-Llahimin ‘adhabi jahannama wa min ‘adhabi
|-gabri wa min fitnati |-mabyd wa |-mamat wa min fitnati
l-masibi d-dajjal, Allabumma inni a‘tidhu bika mina
l-ma’thami wa |-maghram”
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(“O Allah, I seek refuge with You from the torment of
the Hellfire, from the torment of the grave, from the
trial of life and death, and from the evil of the trial of
the Anti-Christ. O Allah, I seek refuge with Thee from
sin and debt”).

It the prayer is invalidated by supplication for a [purely] worldly
affair.

One then says to the right and then the left: “as-sdlamu ‘alaykum
wa rabmatu Llah” (“Peace be upon you, and theMercy ofAllah”).
It is obligatory for it to be in order and [the “saldmu”] to be with
“ql- ” .
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A woman is like a man «with regards to the previous descrip-
tion of prayer except that she bunches herself together, sits with
her legs underneath her or slid underneath her slightly to the right
(which is best).
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During «the prayer it is offensive to turn <slightly> or the like

without need «such as out of fear or sickness»; to sit on the back
of one’s ankles with the buttocks and one’s palms on the ground;
to place all of one’s forearms on the ground during prostration; to
fidget; to place one’s hands on both hips; to pop one’s knuckles;
and to interlace one’s fingers.
It is offensive to pray while one needs to urinate or the like

<e.g., holding back feces or flatulence», or when desirous of food
or the like <e.g., drink or sex.
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If something occurs during prayer «ike someone seeking permis-

sion or the imam forgetting an obligation,men say “subbanAllah”
and women clap the palm of one hand on the back of the other.

One «who is praying» removes phlegm and the like <e.g., nasal
discharge» with one’s garment. Outside the mosque, it is permis-
sible to expel it on to one’s left; it is offensive to do so in front of
oneself or on one’s right.

Its Essential & Obligatory Elements
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The elements of the prayer that are essential [rukn, pl. arkan]
are fourteen:

«I> standing «in obligatory prayers but not in recommended
prayers;

<2> saying the inaugural “Allabu akbar”;
<3> «reciting» Al-Fatihah;
<4-5> bowing and rising from it;
<6-7> prostrating and rising from it;
<8—9> sitting between the two prostrations and reposing;

the final tashabhud and sitting for it;
supplicating for the Prophet #8;

<13> the two sayings of “al-saldm ‘alaykum”; and,
«14> the order <between the essential elements as they were

mentioned here and in the [forthcoming] description of prayer>.
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The elements of the prayer that are obligatory [wajib, pl. wajibat]
are eight:

<> the sayings of “Allabu akbar” other than the initial one;
<2—3> saying “sami‘a Allabu li man bamidah” and “rabband

laka |-hamd,”
<4~6> saying “subbadnu Llah” during bowing and prostration,

and saying “rabbi ghfir li” — one time each; and,
the first tashabbud and sitting for it.

Everything other than these and the conditions for prayer are
recommended acts.
The essential elements and conditions of prayer are never dropped

out of forgetfulness or ignorance, though obligatory elements cease

being obligatory for both [reasons].

8>

The Prostration ofForgetfulness
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The prostration of forgetfulness is legislated —it being obligatory
or for an addition, deletion, and doubt — but not
for a deliberate action.
The prostration is obligatory for anything that,when performed

deliberately, would invalidate the prayer «e.g., saying “al-salamu
‘alaykum” prematurely, or adding a bowing, prostration or the like.

The prostration is recommended for forgetfully making an
utterance out of its proper place. Doing so deliberately does not
invalidate the prayer.
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The prostration is permissible [mubah] for omitting a recom-
mendation.
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It is recommended for it the
p

prostration for an addition or doubt
to occur before saying “al-salamu ‘alaykum” unless one said “al-
salamu ‘alaykum” prematurely by one or more prayer-cycles ~ in
which case it is recommended to come after.
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If one deliberately says “al-salamu calaykum?

bbefore finishing
the prayer, the prayer is invalidated. If one forgetfully said it and
soon remembers it, one completes the prayer and prostrates «for

forgetfulness».
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If one «who forgetfully said it before finishing the prayer and>
lost ablution or laughed «after prematurely ending the prayer, the
prayer is invalidated — just like their occurrence within the prayer.

<Speech in all circumstances invalidates prayer.
The prayer is invalidated if one blows,wails (but not out of fear

of Allah), or clears the throat and produces two phonemes.
Whoever missed an essential element [rukm] other than the

initial “Allahbu akbar” and then remembers it after beginning the
recitation in another prayer-cycle: the prayer-cycle with the skipped
element is invalidated, and the prayer-cycle whose recitation he
has begun takes its place. df one remembers the omitted element
before «beginning the recitation in another prayer-cycle, one re-
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turns «to it — obligatorily> and performs it and whatever follows it.
<If one does not remember it except after the closing “al-salamu
‘alaykum,” it is akin to omitting a prayer-cycle. <So one

performs a prayer-cycle and makes the prostration of forgetfulness
provided the separation is not lengthy and one did not lose their
purification or speak.
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If one rises forgetfully without making the first tashabbud «if
one remembers before rising one is required to return
to it. It is offensive <to return to it if one has completely stood up.
It is unlawful and invalidates the prayer [to return] if one has
«knowingly and stood and begun reciting — but not
if one is forgetful or ignorant <of the unlawfulness of returning>.

Followers follow their imam, and making the prostration of
forgetfulness for it is always obligatory.

completely»,

deliberately»
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Someone who doubts performing an essential element or the
number «of prayer-cycles> builds upon their certainty (which is the
least amount),

Voluntary Prayers
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The most emphatically recommended voluntary prayers are the
Eclipse Prayer, Drought Prayer, Tarawih Prayer, and thenWitr Prayer.
The time forWitr Prayer is from praying Night Prayer up until

dawn. Its minimum amount is one prayer-cycle. Its maximum is

eleven, prayed two prayer-cycles at a time with a single prayer-cycle
at the end. The minimum optimal amount is three prayer-cycles
with two [separate] sayings of “al-salamu ‘alaykum.”
It is recommended [nadban] to make the Quniit Supplication

after the dast» bowing. One says,

“Allabumma ihdini fiman hadayt, wa ‘Gfini fiman “Gfayt,
wa tawallani fiman tawallayt, wa bartk li fima a‘tayt, wa
qini sharra ma qadayt, innaka taqdi wa la yuqda ‘alayk,
innabu la yadbillu man walayta, wa la ya‘izzu man ‘Gdayta,
tabarakta rabbanda wa ta‘alayta. Allabumma inna na‘idhu
bi-ridaka min sakhatika wa bi-‘afwika min ‘uqibatika
wa bika minka, la nubsi thand’an ‘alayka anta kama
athnayta ‘ala nafsika”

(“O Allah, guide me among those You have guided, grant
me security among those You have granted security, take
me into Your charge among those You have taken into
Your charge, bless me in what You have given, guard me
from the evil ofwhat You have decreed, for You do decree,
and nothing is decreed for You. None is abased whom you
befriend. And none is exalted whom you are at enmity
with. Blessed and Exalted are You, our Lord. O Allah, I
seek refuge in Your pleasure from Your wrath, and I seek

refuge in Your forgiveness from Your punishment, and I
seek refuge in You from You.We cannot enumerate Your
praise, You are as You have praised Yourself”).
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PRAYER

One then supplicates for the Prophet 8&.
Followers say “Amin.” The imam pluralizes the pronoun.
A supplicant wipes his face with his hands, categorically

[mutlaqan] «i.e., the imam and others, and after every supplica-
tion in prayer and outside of prayer.
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The Tarawih Prayer is twenty prayer-cycles [in length] during

Ramadan. It, along with Witr, are recommended to be prayed in
congregation. Its time is between the performances of the Night
Prayer’s recommended prayer andWitr.
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The voluntary prayers associated with the obligatory prayers
[rawdatib] are two prayer-cycles before and after Noon Prayer; two
after Sunset Prayer; two after Night Prayer; and two before Dawn
Prayer. (These «the two for Dawn Prayer» are the most emphatically
recommended),

Praying «categorically voluntary prayers» at night is emphatically
recommended. It «praying at night is superior to praying during
the day. «And after sleeping is more superior.
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The Prostration for Recitation is for the reciter and whoever
listens. One says “Allabu akbar” when prostrating and when rising.
One sits and says, “as-salamu ‘“alaykum.” It is offensive for an imam
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to recite it <a verse of prostration» during an inaudible prayer and
his prostrating for doing so [is also offensive anda follower is not
required to follow him in it]. A follower must follow the imam[’s
prostration for recitation] in audible prayers.
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The Prostration for Thanks is whena blessing
occurs or an affliction is removed. Prayer is invalidated by it — except
for someone who is ignorant or forgetful. It is like the Prostration
of Recitation «in its description and

Times Wherein Prayer is Prohibited
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The times wherein prayer is prohibited are five:
<1 from the beginning of true sunrise until the sun has risen;
<2 after praying Midafternoon Prayer [‘asr] until the sun has set;
<3> from sunrise until the sun has risen a spear’s length [above

the horizon];
<4> from its zenith until it starts to descend; and,
<5> when the sun begins to set until it has completely set.
So it is unlawful to begin a voluntary prayer during those times,

whatever the circumstances [muflaqan] [whether one knows, for-
gets, or is ignorant; one sins if one is in the midst of a voluntary
prayer when one of these times enters]. But it is not unlawful to
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make up a missed obligatory [fard] prayer, to perform the two
prayer-cycles for Circumambulation or the two recommended
to be performed before Dawn Prayer, or the Funeral Prayer after
Dawn or Midafternoon Prayers.

Congregational Prayer
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Prayingin a congregation is obligatory for current performances
of the five daily prayers for men who are free and able.

It is unlawful to lead a prayer before the assigned imam has
done so — unless one has the imam’s permission «if the assigned
imam dislikes this», he is excused «if the imam is late and the time
has become restricted», or the imam does not dislike it.
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Whoever makes an initial “Allabu akbar” before the imam’s
final “as-salamu ‘alaykum” has caught the congregational prayer.
Whoever catches [up with] the imam while he is bowing has

caught the prayer-cycle — provided that one catches him mid-bow
without having any doubt about it and that one makes one’s inau-
gural “Allabu akbar” while standing. It is recommended that one
make a second “Allabu akbar” for bowing.
Whatever [part of the prayer a latecomer] catches with the

imam is from the end of one’s prayer. Whatever one makes up is
from its beginning.
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The imam assumes responsibility for the recitation [ofAl-Fatihah],
the prostrations of forgetfulness and recitation, the barrier [sutrah]
[since the imam’s barrier is a barrier for whoever is behind him],
the Quniit supplication, and the first tashabbud «of a four-prayer-
cycle prayer’ when the follower is late by one prayer-cycle «since

following the imam is obligatory>. However, it is recommended for
the follower to recite when the imam pauses or recites inaudibly,
and when the follower cannot hear him due to being distant — but
not due to deafness.
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The imam is recommended to be briefwhile being complete, to
lengthen the first prayer-cycle over the second, and to wait for an
entrant so long as it is not difficult to do so.

Imams
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An expert reciter who knows the figh of his prayer is superior

or leading prayers» to one more knowledgeable in fiqh «but who
is not good with recitation.

Prayer is not valid behind someone who is immoral (except
for Friday and Eid Prayers that one cannot pray behind someone

else). Neither is being led by someone who is in a perpetual state
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of ritual impurity, or someone illiterate (<in popular convention»
someone who does not read Al-Fatihah correctly, nasalizes [makes
idghdém of] a letter that should not be, or mispronounces letters in
a way that corrupts the meaning) — unless the follower is like him.
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One also cannot follow an imamwhois incontinent; cannot bow,

prostrate, sit, or the like «e.g., like rising — unless their conditions
are identical; or «cannot fulfill a condition, such as someone» who
cannot avoid filth or face the direction of prayer.

Someone who can stand cannot follow an imam who cannot
stand — unless the imam is the mosque’s official imam and his
problem is expected to get better.

Someone who is mature cannot pray an obligatory [fard] prayer
behind someone who [just] has discernment. But his leadership is
valid in voluntary prayers and when leading his like»
A man cannot follow a woman or a hermaphrodite.
‘There is no difference here between obligatory and voluntary

prayers. But Al-Muntahd and its commentary say: “Except most
of the early scholars [say that] if they - meaning women and her-

maphrodites — recite correctly while the men are illiterate. In that
case, their leadership is valid — but only in Tarawih — and they
stand behind the men.”»

One cannot pray behind an imam who has ritual! impurity «who
knows that he has minor or major ritual impurity or
filth <on his body, garment, or place of prayer. If the two are un-
aware until finishing the prayer, the prayer is valid for the follower.

ou 5pPERS

<nexcusable>

2. See al-Buhiti Sharh Muntahd al-Iradat, 1:275; and his Kashshdfal-Qina‘,
1:479.
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The leadership [in prayer] of someone who replaces letters or
stutters is offensive «though valid.
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It is recommended for followers to stand behind the imam. It is
obligatory for a single follower to stand to the imam’s right, and
for a female to stand behind a male imam. The prayer of the fol-
lower is invalid if the follower prays to left of the imam while the
right is empty, or prays a prayer-cycle alone «even when
it is a single woman praying behind another womam in the line
[except when a lone female follower prays behind a male imam].
<If someone leads a man and a woman in prayer, the man stands
to his right and the woman behind him»

If an imam anda follower are in the same mosque, following is
valid - categorically [mutlagan] «i.e., whether the follower sees the
imam, whether people behind him see provided that there
is knowledge of the imam’s transitions <by hearing the sayings of
“Allabu akbar”>.Otherwise, <if they are not in the same mosque by
both or one of them being outside the mosque — or even in another
mosque, seeing the imam (or also whoever is behind him) is a
condition — even if only for part of the prayer.
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It is offensive for an imam to be higher than a follower by one
dhird [32 centimeter/12.6 inches] or more; to pray in a prayer
niche [mibrab] that prevents him being seen «by followers»; to
pray a voluntary prayer where he <had just prayed an obligatory
prayer; and to face the direction of prayer for a long time after
giving the closing “as-salamu ‘alaykum” «in the absence of women
or some need to do so. If he does prolong his sitting, followers can
depart. If he does not prolong, it is recommended for followers to
not depart before the imam.
dt is offensive for followers to stand, without need, between

pillars that are customarily considered to interrupt the lines.
All [of the above are offensive] unless there is a need «like the

mosque becoming constricted due to a large congregatiom.
It is offensive for: someone with offensive odors, such as from

onions or something else «like garlic, leek or radish; and like
underarm odor, leprosy, bad breath», to attend the mosque and
congregational prayer.
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One is excused from attending Friday Prayer and congregational
prayer when one is sick; has pressing need to relieve himself of
urine or feces; is in the presence of food one needs; fears that one’s
propertywill be misplaced; fears the death of a relative; fears harm
to oneself from the authorities, rain, or the like <e.g., a predatory
beast, a robber; fears a debt collector while one cannot fulfill the
debt; fears missing one’s travel companions or the like «e.g., intense
drowsiness leading one to fear missing the prayer in its time>.
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People Who Have Excuses
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Someone sick prays standing if he can. If unable «to pray stand-

ing», then one prays seated. If one is not able «to pray seated or it
is difficult, then dying» on one’s side (with the right being best).
It is offensive to pray lying on one’s back when one can pray on
the side ~ otherwise [if unable to pray on one’s side], then it is

required «that one pray on one’s back with the feet towards the
direction of prayer.

Someone «who cannot bow or prostrate» nods in place of bowing
and prostrating, and makes a deeper nod for the prostration. If one
is unable «to nod with one’s head>, one gestures with the eyes and
intends it with the heart — like a fearful prisoner. If one is unable
«to gesture with the eyes», then one does it in one’s heart, bringing
the utterance and actions into mind.

Its performance never ceases being obligatory so long as one’s
intellect remains.
If one becomes unable or able in the midst of prayer, one switches

and continues his prayer.

Travel and Peril
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It is recommended to shorten four-prayer-cycle prayers during a
lawful long journey. A prayer missed during a journey that is made
up while resident (and the opposite) is made up in its full form.
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One prays the full form if: one intends to reside in a location
categorically [sutlaqan] «i.e., without qualifying its time or for
more than four days; or prays behind someone praying the full
form. One can shorten [prayers] indefinitely if they are unjustly
imprisoned, or did not plan to reside.

It is permissible for one «without it being offensive or recom-
mended, though it is best to omit» to combine the Noon and Af-
ternoon Prayers, and the Sunset and Night Prayers, in the time of
either one of them.
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Shortening is permissible in eight situations. The first is during
travel. The second is» someone who is sick or the like who would
suffer a hardship if he does not combine prayers. «(The rest — with
slight abridgment — are:] nursing, due frequent filth, irregular
bleeding, someone who cannot make purification or dry ablution
for each prayer, someone who cannot know the time (like some-
one who is blind), someone who has an excuse to not pray with
a congregation or Friday Prayer (like someone fearing for his life,
property, or wife), someone busy with something excusing him
from attending the above (like someone who fears harm to their
needed livelihood.

It is permissible to combine only the Sunset and Night Prayers
due to rain and the like <e.g., snow, hail, ice that wets the garment
and involves hardship. It is also permissible due to mud and fierce
cold wind (not just cold wind, except during a dark night [night
is the author’s preference]).
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It is best to do whicheveris most convenient: praying both in
the first time, or delaying to the second.

It is offensive to combine inside one’s own housewithout necessity.
Praying in the first time is invalidated if a voluntary prayer as-

sociated with the obligatory prayer [rdtibab| is prayed between
the obligatory prayers; and if they are separated by more than the
time needed to makea brief ablution and the call to commence
the prayer.
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It is permissible to pray the Prayer of Peril in any way that is
authentically transmitted from the Prophet #%. Six manners are
authentic. It is recommended to carry light weapons during the
Prayer of Peril.

Friday Prayer
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Friday Prayer is required of every Muslim who is responsible,
male, free, and resident in a place with built structures.
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It is not valid if someone who must pray the Friday Prayer prays

the Noon Prayer before the imam «prays». But if one’s attendance
is not obligatory, it is valid «to pray it before the imam’s prayer,
though afterwards is best.
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It is unlawful for someone who is required to attend Friday
Prayer to travel after the sun passes its zenith [until after he prays].
It is offensive to travel before when one does not pray it along the
way or does not fear missing his traveling companions.
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Conditions for its validity include its time, which is from the
start of the time for Eid «the sun rising a spear’s length above the
horizom until the end ofNoon Prayer. If the time exits beforemak-
ing the initial “Allahu akbar,” they pray Noon Prayer. Otherwise,
they pray Friday Prayer.

[The conditions for its validity include] the attendance of forty
(including the imam) who are required to attend. If they fall short
before finishing it, they continue it as Friday Prayer if possible.
Otherwise, they finish it as Noon Prayer.
Whoever prays one prayer-cycle with the imam finishes it as

Friday Prayer. «Otherwise, he prays it as Noon Prayer if its time
has entered.»
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[The conditions for its validity include] it being preceded by two

sermons. The conditions of the sermons include: the time; prais-
ing Allah «with the phrase “Al-Hamdu li-Llah”>; prayers upon the

3 PND

Messenger ofAllah #% «with the phrase “al-salat”>; reciting a verse
of the Quran; the significant number attending; raising the voice
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so it is heard <by the required number»; intention; advising fear of
Allah - and its phrase is not specified; being delivered by someone
who could lead a valid Friday Prayer — though not [necessarily]
the one who does lead the prayer.
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It is recommended for the sermon to be from a minbar or a plat-
form; to say “as-salamu ‘alaykum” going out «to the
and when he faces them; to sit until the Call to Prayer [adhban]
is finished; to sit shortly between the two sermons; to deliver the
sermon standing while leaning upon a sword or staff; to make
eye contact; to keep the sermons brief — with the second shorter
than the first; to supplicate for Muslims in general — with it being
permissible to supplicate for a specific individual, like the governor.

a
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The Friday Prayer is two prayer-cycles. After Al-Fatihah [Qz], in

the first prayer-cycle, «it is recommended that one reads Al-Jumu‘ah
[Q62], and in the second Al-Mundafigin [Q63].

It is unlawful to hold Friday and Eid Prayers in multiple loca-
tions within a single land unless there is a need to do so «e.g., due
to the mosque being too small, distance, fear of discord (fitnah)>.
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The minimum recommended prayer after it is two prayer-cycles;
the maximum is six.

It is recommended to pray four prayer-cycles before it — though
they are not associated with it [rdtibah]; and to recite Al-Kahf
{Q18] during its night and «also duringits» day.
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<It is recommended to supplicate abundantly; to make «numerous

prayers upon the Prophet #%; to wash, cleanse, use scent, and wear
white; to go early, walking; and to be close to the imam.
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It is offensive for someone other than the imam to step over
others — unless to reach an empty spot unreachable without step-
ping over them.

It is offensive to offer a superior place to someone else (though
it is not offensive to accept it).

It is unlawful to move someone who is not a child to sit in his
spot; for someone other than the khatib to speak during the sermon;
or for someone to speak to the khatib out of need.
Whoever enters while the khatib is delivering the sermon prays

only the Greeting Prayer, briefly.
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Praying the two Eid Prayers is a communal obligation [fard].
Its time is the same as Duh Prayer <i.e., once the sun has risen a

spear’s length above the horizon»; it ends when the sun reaches
its zenith. If Eid is not known until it has passed, they pray it the
next day as a makeup prayer.
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The conditions for it being obligatory are the same as the condi-

tions for Friday Prayer.
The conditions for its validity include permanent residency [for

the required number of attendees] and the number for the Friday
Prayer. ‘The Imam’s permission is not required.» However, it is
recommended for whoever missed the Eid Prayer (or part of it) to
make it up, and doing it according to its [special] characteristics
is superior.
‘There is no harm for women who have not perfumed or adorned

themselves to attend, apart from the men, Women during menses
sit apart from the place of prayer but where they can hear»

Js 5155Aol cuts ists cbsae 3ospals
It is recommended to be performed in a vacant area [sabra’].
<It is recommended for the prayer for Eid al-Fitr to be delayed

and to eat beforehand.
It is recommended for the prayer for Eid al-Adha to be early

and for someone who will be sacrificing not to eat before the prayer.
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One prays Eid Prayer as two prayer-cycles before the sermon.
After the opening supplication, but before seeking protection from
Satan and recitation, one says “Allahu akbar” six times. In the
second, before recitation, one says “Allabu akbar” five times. One
raises the hands with each saying of “Allabu akbar,” and between
each pair one says, “Allabu akbar kabiran wa |-hamdu li-Llahi
kathiran wa subbana Llahi bukratan wa asilan wa salla Llabu
‘ala Mubammadin wa Glibi wa sallim tasliman kathiran” (“Allah
is ever greatest. Much praise be to Allah. Glory to Him, morning
and evening. And may the prayers of Allah be upon Muhammad
and upon his household, and plentiful peace”) or something else.
After Al-Fatihah [Qr], in the first prayer-cycle one reads Al-A‘la
[Q87], and in the second Al-Ghashiyah [Q88]. Then, «when the
khatib finishes the prayer, he> delivers a sermon like the two sermons
of Friday Prayer. However, he begins the first with nine sayings
of “Allabu akbar,” and the second with seven. During Eid al-Fitr,
he clarifies what they must pay <for zakdt al-fitr; and during Eid
al-Adha <he clarifies» what they sacrifice.
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It is recommended to make the unrestricted takbir [al-takbir

al-mutlaq] on the nights before both Eids, with it being more
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emphatic for Eid al-Fitr; and from the beginning of «the tenth of
Dhi I-Hijjah until finishing the sermon.

<It is to make the restricted takbir [al-takbir al-
muqayyad] after every obligatory prayer performed in a congrega-
tion, starting at Dawn Prayer on the day of ‘Arafah [9 Dhi !-Hijjah]
for non-pilgrims and Noon Prayer on the Day of Sacrifices [10 Dhi
1-Hijjah] for pilgrims, up until Midafternoon Prayer on the last of
the Days of Tashriq [11-13 Dhi 1-Hijjah].

Eclipse & Drought Prayers
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It is recommended to pray the Eclipse Prayer as two prayer-cycles.

Each prayer-cycle has two standings and bowings,with prolonged
recitation and invocations during the bowing and prostration -with
the first prayer-cycle being longer.

<It is recommended to the Drought Prayer when lands —

even elsewhere — become barren, and when there is a drought. Its
description and rulings are like Eid. Praying it and the one before
it <i.e., the Eclipse Prayer: in congregation is superior <to praying
it alone.
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When the Imam intends to go out for it, he exhorts the masses
and commands them to repent, to return anything taken unjustly,
to forsake enmity, to fast, and to give charity. He appoints a day for
them to go out. They go out humbly «wearing their work
with humility, meekness, and tranquility. They go out clean <hav-

ing washed, pared their nails, and removed offensive smells» but
without applying perfume.
The Imam goes out with the religious, righteous, elderly, and

youths who are discerning [mumayyiz].
The Imam prays and then gives a single sermon. He begins it with

saying “Allabu akbar” as with an Eid sermon. During the sermon,
he frequently asks for forgiveness and recites verses of the Quran
that include commands to seek forgiveness. He raises his hands with
the back of the hand towards the sky [i.e., palms downward] and
supplicates using the supplication of the Prophet #§ that includes
“Allabumma sqind ghaythan mughithan...” «...

clothes»
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“Allabumma sqind ghaythan mughithan hani’an mari‘an
sabban “amman ghadaqan tabaqan mujalladan d@’iman.”

(“O Allah, send us rain; wholesome, healthy, torrential,
wide-spread, pouring, in sheets, drenching, continuous
rain.”)
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“Allabumma sqind |-ghaytha wa la taj‘alndmina |-qanitin.”

(“O Allah, give us rain and make us not of those who
despair.”)
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“Allabumma j‘alba suqya rabmatin wa Ia taj‘alhd suqyd
‘adbabin wa la mahqin wa 1a bala’in wa la hadmin wa
la gharaqin.”

(“O Allah, make it a water of mercy and do not make
it a shower of torture, or wrath, trial, destruction or

drowning.”)
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(As
“Allahumma inna bi-l-‘ibadi wa-l-bilddi mina I|-jahdi wa

wa d-danki m4 la tashkié illa ilayka.”

(“O Allah, servants and cities are in distress, hunger and
want, from which we can ask none but You for relief.”)
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“Allabumma anbit lana z-zar‘a wa adirra lana d-dar‘a
wa anzil ‘alayna min barakdti s-sama’i wa anbit lana
min barakdti l-ardi wa kshif ‘anna mina |-bal@i md la
yakshifubu ghayruka.”

(“O Allah, make the crops grow and the milk of the
livestock flow, and send down the blessings of the sky
upon us and bring forth for us the blessings of the earth.
Raise from us the affliction that none but You can lift.”)
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“Allahumma inna nastaghfiruka innaka kunta ghaffaran
fa arsili s-samda’a ‘alayna midraran.”

(JI gv

(“O Allah, we seek forgiveness from You since You are

Oft-Forgiving, so let loose the sky upon us in torrents.”)>
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If it rains so abundantly that there is fear, it is recommended

to say, “Allahumma hawdlayna wa 14 ‘alayhna, Allabumma ‘ala
g-girabi wa |-akami wa butiini l-awdiyati wa manabiti sh-shajari,”
(“O Allah, around us, not upon us, O Allah, upon the hills and bluffs,
upon the thickets and valley floors”) “rabband wa la tubammilna
ma la tagata lana bibi” [Q2:286].
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Sickness and Death
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Forgoing medical treatment is superior <since it is closer to
realizing tawakkul. Treatment is not obligatory, even when one
thinks it to be efficacious; since the true agent of benefit and harm
is Allah Sublime and Majestic is He, and treatment in itself has
no efficacy.' It is unlawful to treat using things that are unlawful.»

It is recommended to prepare for death; to frequently remember
it; to visit sick Muslims who are not innovators, and to remind
them to repent and to make a will.

1. Some scholars consider treatment better, obligatory in general or when
one is confident of its efficacy. Al-Mardawi, Al-Insaf fiMa‘rifat al-Rajib min
al-Kbilaf (Beirut: Dar Ihya’ al-Turath al-‘Arabi, n.d.), 2:463.
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When someone is on the verge of death, it is recommended to
keep their throat wet with water or something to drink, to moisten
their lips, to gently prompt them to say “Ld ilaha ila Llah” a single
time (one does not exceed doing this three times unless they speak,
and then it is repeated, gently); to recite Al-Fatihah [Q1] and Ya
Sin [Q36] to him; to face him towards the direction of prayer.
When he dies, «it is recommended> to close his eyes; to bind his

jaws <by tying something around them to hold them together; to
manipulate his joints so they remain flexible; to remove his cloth-
ing and cover him with a long shirt; to place iron or the like <e.g.,
a mirror on his stomach cto keep it from bloating»; to place him
on the bed where he will be washed, facing the direction of prayer,
with his body angled so his feet are lower; to rapidly prepare him.

It is obligatory to hastily execute his bequests and pay off his
debts.

Washing and Shrouding the Deceased
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When «the washer begins washing him, his nakedness is covered.
It is recommended to cover him completely from onlookers. It is
offensive for anyone to attend other than an assistant.

[The washer] makes an intention and says, “Bismi Llah” just
as for washing the living «in that they are obligatory and they are

dropped out of forgetfulness and If the deceased is not
pregnant, the washer lifts the deceased’s head until he is close to
seated, gently presses the stomach, and uses a great deal of water
«to wash away whatever is expelled from the stomach and to re-
move its smell». He then wraps a cloth on his hand and cleans the
deceased’s private parts. It is unlawful to touch the nakedness of
a deceased who is seven years of age or older.
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The washer then inserts his fingers,wrappedin a wet cloth,into
the mouth of the deceased and wipes his teeth; and into the nostrils
butwithout introducing water. The washer then performs ablution
for the deceased, washes his head and beard using lote-tree froth,
and his body with the lote-tree water residue. The washer then
pours the water over the deceased.

It is recommended to do «the washing three times «as with wash-
ing someone alive, except that ablution is done during the first, to
do the right side first, and to pass the hand over the stomach each
time. If the deceased is not clean «with three times»,more washings
are added until he is.

It is offensive to limit to a single washing.
When there is no need to do so, it is offensive to use hot water,

to floss the deceased’s teeth, to use saltwort [ashnan], and to comb
the deceased’s hair.
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It is recommended to use camphor and lote-tree in the final wash-
ing, to dye the hair <of the head for a woman, and the beard for
a man>, to trim the mustache, to pare long nails, and to dry them.
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A pilgrim who died is kept away from the same things that
pilgrims avoid while alive.
A miscarriage that is four months or more is treated as though

it was born alive.
When it is not possible to wash the deceased, dry ablution is

performed «and he is shrouded and prayed over.
It is recommended that a man be shrouded in three white cloths

which have been steam-scented. «It is recommended to spread out
the shrouds, one atop the other, so the deceased can be placed upon
the three simultaneously.» Perfume [bandit] should be sprinkled in
between them. Some perfume should be applied to cotton
that is then placed between the buttocks, the openings of the face
dike his eyes, mouth, nose, and ears», and the places that one pros-
trates upon <his forehead, hands, knees, and the tips of his toes».
Then the edge of the uppermost shroud [touching the deceased]

is passed from the left side over his right side, then the right side
over the left. And likewise with the second and third shroud. The
majority of the excess [length of the] shroud should be at his head.

[banit]
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It is recommended that women be buried in five garments: a
long skirt [izar], a head covering [khimdr], a shirt [qamis], and
two shrouds.
A young girl is buried in a shirt and two shrouds.
The obligation is a single garment covering the entire body.
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The Funeral Prayer
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The obligation for the Funeral Prayer lifts when performed by
a responsible individual «even a female or hermaphrodite».

Its performance is recommended in congregation; and for the
imam and an individual praying separately to stand at the chest of
a male deceased, and at the middle of a female deceased.

<While standing and after the intentiom, four sayings of “Allahu
akbar” are made. After the first, one seeks protection [saying “a‘iidhu
bi-Llahimina sh-shaytdni r-rajim” | «and says “Bismi Llahi r-rabmdani
r-rabim”>, and reads Al-Fatihah (but without reading the opening
supplication). After the second, one supplicates upon the Prophet
#g. After the third, one supplicates for the deceased. It is best to
use something transmitted [from the Prophet #%]. These include:

“Allabumma ghfir li-bayyind wa mayyitind wa shabidina
wa gh@ibina wa saghirind wa kabirind wa dhukurind wa
unthand innaka ta‘lamu munqaliband wa mathwand wa
anta ‘ala kulli shay’in qadir”

(“O Allah, forgive those of us who are living and those of
us who are dead, those of us who are present and those
of us who are absent, our young and our old, our male
and our female. O Allah, you know our final destiny and
abode, and You are capable of all things.”)

“Allabumma man abyatahu minnd fa-byihi ‘ald l-islami
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wa s-sunnati wa man tawwafaytahi minna fa-tawaffabu
“alayhimd, Allahumma gbfir labu wa-rbambu wa-fibu
‘anbu wa-krim nuzulabu wa awsi‘mudkhalabu wa-ghsilbu
bi l-m@i wa th-thalji wa |-baradi wa naqgqihi mina dh-
dhunibi wa |-khataya kama yunaqga th-thaubu al-abyadu
mina d-danas wa-bdilbu daran khayran min daribi wa
zawjan khayran min zawjihi wa-dkhilbu |-jannat wa-
a‘idhhu min ‘adhabi |-qabri wa ‘adhabi n-nar wa-fsah
lahu fi qabribi wa nawwir labu fihi”

(“O Allah, to whomsoever of us Thou givest life grant him
life [as a follower of] Islam and the Sunnah, and whom-
soever of us Thou takest in death take him in death as a
follower of them both. O Allah, forgive him and grant
him mercy. Grant him ease and respite. Make his resting
place a noble one, and facilitate his entry.Wash him with
water, snow and hail. Purify him from sins and mistakes
just as a white garment is cleansed of dirt. Exchange for
him a better home than his home [than he had in this life]
and a spouse better than his spouse. Grant him entrance
to Paradise and protect him from the trials of the grave
and the torture ofHell Fire. Make his grave spacious and
grant him light while in it”).
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If the deceased is a minor or insane, one says:

“Allaburmma j‘albu dhukhran li walidayhi wa faratan
wa ajran wa shafi‘an mujadban, Allabumma thaqqil bihi
mawazinabum wa-‘azam bihi ujiirabum wa-lbighu bi-salib
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salafi l-mu’minin wa-j‘albu fi kafalati Ibrabima wa-qibi
bi-rabmatika ‘adhaba |-jabim”

(“O Allah, make him a bounty for his parents, a herald
to happiness, and a intercessor who[se supplication] is
answered. O Allah, make him a heavy weight on their
scales [of good deeds], and magnify their rewards because
of him. Place him with the righteous believers who went
before. Entrust him to Ibrahim [peace be upon him].
Protect him with Your mercy from the torture of Hell”).

After the fourth <takbir, one stands for a short while and says
“As-salamu ‘alaykum.”

The hands are raised with each saying of “Allabu akbar.”

Carrying andBurying the Deceased
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It is recommended for four to carry it «the deceased, putting
the poles [of the container or pallet used while transporting the
deceased] on their shoulders», to do so quickly, to walk ahead of it
and for those in need to ride behind, and to be close to it.
It is recommended for the grave to be a niche «carved out at the

bottom of the grave, towards the direction of prayer, labd>; for the
person placing the body to say, “Bismi Llahi ‘alamillati rasiili Llah”
(“In the name of Allah, and upon the religion of the Messenger of
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Allah”); and to place it in the niche on its right side — with it being
obligatory to face it towards the direction of prayer.

It is offensive for those accompanying the procession to sit need-
lessly before the deceased has been placed; to plaster, <bury within a

casket, build «a dome or something else> over, or write on a grave;
to walk over or sit on it; to place anything in the grave touched by
fire «or made of irom; and to smile or speak about worldly affairs
in proximity of the deceased.

It is unlawful to bury two [bodies] in a single grave without
necessity <or need> to do so <e.g., a large number of bodies due to
killing or the like, or the lack of people to bury them».

Any pious act [qurbah] performed <by a Muslim with its reward
<or part of it» made «i.e., to a living or a deceased Muslim
will be beneficial «through obtaining the reward, even to the Mes-
senger of Allah #%.
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It is recommended for men to visit a Muslim’s grave «without
traveling».
It is offensive for women to visit graves. If she knows she will

do something that is unlawful, it is unlawful for her to go out for
a visit — except to the grave of the Prophet #% and the grave of his
two Companions (may Allah be pleased with them), as visiting
them is recommended for men and women. If a woman happens
to pass by a grave in her path, it is good if she greets and prays
for its occupant.»
It is to recite Quran to him, and to do whatever

will ease his affairs — even placing a palm frond «or the like on
the grave.
dt is recommended, that a visitor or someone passing by say

recommended
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“As-salamu ‘alaykum dara qaumin mw’minin wa inna in
shaAllabu bikum labiqiin, yarbamu Llabu |-mustaqdimin
minkum wa |-muta’akhirin, nas’alu Llaha lana wa lakuma
LGfiyata, Allabumma Id tabrimnd ajrabum wa la taftinna
ba‘dabum wa-ghfir land wa labum”

(“Peace be upon you, inhabitants of the dwellings who
are of the community of the believers. If Allah wills we
shall join you. May Allah grant mercy to those of you
who hasten forward and those of you who lag behind.
We ask Allah for ourselves and for you for a respite. O
Allah, do not deprive us of his reward, nor afflict us after
him. [O Allah,] grant us and him forgiveness”).
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It is recommended to console «Muslims» touched by a death <be-
fore burial and after, even when the deceased is a child or a friend
or a neighbor. One does not omit it if the person rips his clothing
as something rightful is not abandoned due to the presence of folly.
The consoler says, “a‘zam Allabu ajraka wa absana ‘azd@’aka wa
ghafara limayyitik” (“May Allah greaten your reward, perfect your
consolation, and forgive your deceased”). The response is, “istajaba
Allabu wa rabimanda wa iyydka” (“May Allah answer your
supplication, and grant us both mercy”). If the consoler forbids
him [from ripping his clothing], it is good>.

It is permissible to cry for the deceased. <It is recommended for
someone touched by a death to say, “innd li-Llahi wa inna ilayhi
rajitin, Allabumma jburni fimusibati wa khluf li kbayran minha”
(“Verily we belong to Allah and unto Himwill we return. O Allah,
improve me during my difficulty and give me something better

70
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than it”)? and to then pray two prayer-cycles and be patient. It is
unlawful to weepingly eulogize, to wail, to tear one’s clothing, to
strike one’s cheeks, and the like <e.g., to scream, or to pull out or
shave one’s hair.

<The dead know of their visitors on Friday before the sun rises.

[Shaykh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Jaylani] says in Al-Ghunyd that they
always know of their visitors, but this time is more emphatic. The
dead are hurt by objectionable acts in their presence, and they
benefit by good deeds. It is obligatory to believe that the dead are
tortured in their graves.

2. The commentary Kashfal-Mukhaddarat has “Allahuma jburni” (“O Allah
improve me...” or “O Allah aid me...”). This phrasing” in found in a similar
narration transmitted in Abii Na‘im’s Al-Musnad al-Mustakbrdj ‘ala Sabib
Muslim, 3:7 #2056. However, other books use the well-known phrasing
“Allabumma jirni” (“O Allah, reward me for...”).
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Tt «alms teakab) is obligatory from five things:
<i> livestock «camels, cows, sheep [and goats]}>;
<2 «gold and silver currency;
<3> trade goods;
<4> anything extracted from the earth; and,
<5> fruit.
[Its] conditions are: being Muslim; free; owning the minimum

amount [nisab]; <its ownership being» established [istigrarihi] <by
being placed where, for example, dates are collected and dried;
being free of debts reducing it below the minimum amount; the
passing of a lunar year — except in things from which tenths are
owed <e.g., honey, treasures, ore», offspring of grazed [livestock],
and profit from trade.
The duration is interrupted if the minimum amount falls short

during part of the year via a <valid> sale or something else ike
exchanging a minimum amount of something from which alms
are owed for something of another category, like cows or camels
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for something else» — but without intending to avoid paying zakat.
But it is not interrupted if an item is exchanged for another of the
same category [jinsihi] dike a sheep for a sheep».
If one takes possession of a debt, one pays alms for what has

passed.
Another condition for livestock is grazing.
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The minimum amount [nisab]:
for camels is five, from which one shah' is owed;
for ten «camels», two shabs [are owed];
for fifteen «camels»: three [shahs];
for twenty: four;
for twenty-five: one bintmakhdd (a one-year-old female camel);
for thirty-six: one bint labiin (a two-year old female camel);
for forty-six: one bigqabh (a three-year-old female camel);
from sixty-one: one jadh‘ah (a four-year-old female camel);
from seventy-six: two bint labiins;
from ninety-one: two bigqahs; and,
from one-hundred and twenty-one: three bint labiins.

Then:

from every forty: one bint labun; and,
from every fifty: one bigqah.

1. The author clarifies what is intended by shab in the schedule for sheep
and goats. He explains that a “shdb is a one-year old female goat, or half <a

year for a lamb.”
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The minimum amount [nisab]:

for cows is thirty, from which one male ot female tabi‘ is owed
({a tabi‘] is a one-year-old calf;

for forty «cows», one musinnab is owed ([a musinnah] is a

two-year-old female cow); and,
for sixty, two tabi‘s are owed.

Then:

for every thirty cows», a tabi' [is owed]; and,
for every forty, a musinnah {is owed].
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The minimum amount [/isab]:
for sheep and goats is forty, from which one shah is owed;
for one-hundred and twenty-one, two shabs are owed; and,
for two-hundred and one: three.

[Three are owed] up until four-hundred; and, after that, in
every hundred is one shah.
A shab is a one-year old female goat, or half «a year for a lamb.
Mixing livestock according to its conditions renders two prop-

erties like one.
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Agriculture
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Alms are obligatory from everything measured by volume and
stored that comes from the earth. Its minimal amount is five aw-
sugs [1 wasaq = 60 sa‘; 1 sa‘ = 2.062 kilogram; 618.6 kilogram or

1,363.8 pounds}. [Five awsuqs] are three-hundred and forty-two
ritls and six-sevenths of a rit] - according to Damascene [measures].
A condition is that one own it at the time it becomes due, which is
when grain becomes firm, and fruit appears to be sound. Ownership
is not established unless it is placed on a threshing floor [baydar]
or the like «places where grain is placed to finish ripening and dry».
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The obligatory amount is one-tenth for whatever is irrigated
without effort, and half of this «one-tenth [i.e., one-twentieth]> for
whatever is irrigated with effort.

Three-quarters of it «one-tenth [i.e., 4 of 4/10 = 0.075} is obliga-
tory for whatever is irrigated with them both «irrigating with and
without effort. If they are unequal, whichever is greatest is used.
When it is not known, one-tenth is used.
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From honey, one-tenth is owed (whether it is taken from aban-
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doned lands or one’s own property) when it reaches one-hundred
and sixty Iraqi ril.
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Whoever extracts a minimum amount of ore «meaning anything
from the earth other than earth itself, such as gold, silver, or ore the
value ofwhich reaches the minimum amount for either one — after
being purified — including metals, gems, and minerals» owes one-

quarter of a tenth [ie., 4 of '/10 = 0.025] immediately. One-fifth is
owed from treasure, categorically [mutlaqan] «small or large; gold,
silver, or a commodity; found by a Muslim or non-Muslim; adult
or minor; free or buying his freedom; rational or insane». [Treasure]
is anything found that is pre-Islamic and buried.

Gold and Silver
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The minimum amount for goldis twenty mithqdls [20 x 4.25
grams = 85 grams], and for silver two-hundred dirhams [200 x
2.975 grams = 595 grams]. They «gold and silver: are combined
together to complete the minimum amount «so someone who owns
ten mithqals of gold and one-hundred dirhams of silver pays alms
on them both» — and for trade goods to each of them «so someone
who owns ten mithqals of gold and trade goods worth tenmithqals,
or one-hundred dirhams and goods worth another one-hundred
dirhams». The obligation for them both <ie., gold and is

one-quarter of a tenth [i.e., %4 x "/10 = 0.025].

Using Gold and Silver
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Men are permitted to use silver for a ring, the pommel of a sword,
or to decorate a leather waist belt and the like «e.g., like Rhuff and
scabbards>. They are permitted to use gold for the pommel of their
sword, and whatever need calls for — like a [prosthetic] nose.
Women are permitted to use gold and silver for whatever is

customary for them to wear.
Alms are not required on permitted jewelry that is ready to be

used or lent out.

Trade Goods
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Trade goods must be assessed

|

according to whicheveris best
for the poor. Zakat is extracted from its value [not its items]. If
one bought trade goods with a minimum amount that is not graz-
ing [animals], one builds upon its <original> duration. But if one
bought trade goods with a minimum zakatable amount of grazing
animals for trade in exchange for a minimum zakatable amount
of grazing animals that were for keeping, one builds upon their
duration. If one bought trade goods in exchange for a minimal
amount of grazing animals or sold them with a minimal amount
of them, one does not build upon its duration due to differences
between theirminimal zakatable amounts and what is obligatory.»

AI-Fitrah Alms
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The Zakdt al-Fitrah alms are obligatory for everyMuslim when

it the amount of [this] zakat> is in excess of necessary expenses
for the day and night of Eid and basic needs. One pays it for him-
self and any Muslim he supports. It is recommended to pay it for
unborn children.

Cre
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It becomes obligatory at sunset the night of Eid al-Fitr, It is

permissible to pay it a maximum of two days in advance. Paying
it the day of Eid al-Fitr before the prayer is better, and [paying it]
the rest of the day is offensive. It is unlawful to delay paying it
beyond the day of Eid. It is obligatory to make it up.

It[s amount] is one sa‘ [2.062 kilograms or 4.55 pounds] of
wheat or barley, their porridge or flour; dried dates or raisins; or
cottage cheese. Dates are best; then raisins, wheat, and then what-
ever is most beneficial. In their absence, any stored grain suffices.
It is permissible to give a group what is required of an individual,
and the opposite.

Alms Payment
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It is obligatory to pay alms immediately whenever possible. The
guardian of a minor or someone insane pays it for them. The inten-
tion rom a responsible individual is a condition «when giving it.
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It is unlawful to transport alms «whether it is for a relative, in-
tense need, a breach in the defenses, or something else beyond the
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distance for shortening prayers if eligible recipients exist «within
the land where the zakatable wealth is located. If he does it anyway,
it suffices». If he is in one land and his wealth in another, alms are
extracted in the land where the wealth is located. His Zakdt al-
Fitrah alms for himself and whomever he must cover are extracted
in his own land.

It is permissible to pay zakat a maximum of two years in advance.
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Alms are not given except to the eight categories «Allah Most
High mentioned in the Quran [Q9:60]. It is not permissible to divert
them to something else, like building mosques, bridges, burying the
dead, patching holes in levees, making an endowment of Qurans,
or the like. They are:

<1> the needy;
<2 the poor;
<3> alms workers;
<4> leaders whose hearts are being softened;
<5> slaves;
<6> debtors;
<7> those fighting in the path of Allah; and,
<8> wayfarers.
It is permissible to limit oneself to a single category, but it is best

to cover them all and to do so equally.
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It is recommended «to give one’s alms» to one’s relatives whom
one is not required to support. It is not given to Bani Hashim and
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their freed slaves [maw2dlihim]; an ancestor or descendent; a slave;
or a non-Muslim «except a leader whose heart is being softened».
If it is given to someone who was thought eligible but was not,

or the opposite; then it does not suffice ~ unless given to someone
affluent who was thought to be needy.

Voluntary Charity
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Voluntary charity of whatever exceeds what suffices one and
one’s dependents is an emphasized recommendation. It is superior
during Ramadan, in meritorious times and places, and during
times of need.
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Fasting Ramadan is required of everyMuslim who is responsible
and able upon sighting the crescent moon [of Ramadan] - even if
sighted by a single upright male, completing thirty days of Sha‘ban,
or the existence of something preventing its sighting on the night
of the thirtieth of Sha‘ban (like clouds, mountains, or the like <e.g.,
smoke»). If seen during the day, it belongs to the next night.
If one becomes liable for performing its obligation during it <i.e.,

during the day, such as a minor reaches maturity while not fasting,
someone sick recovers from an illness, someone insane recovers
their sanity» a traveler arrives while not fasting, or a woman’s
menstruation ends: one restrains [from food] and makes it up.
Whoever breaks a fast due to old age or a chronic illness feeds

one poor person each day.
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Breaking the fast is recommended for someone who is sick if
fasting is difficult for them, and for a traveler shortening «prayers».

If a woman who is pregnant breaks her fast, or a woman who
is nursing «breaks her fast out of fearing for herself, she makes up
«whatever fasts she broke». Or if either one «broke her fast out of
fear for her child, «she must make it up» and whoever provides for
the child must give food «which is one mudd [0.51 liters] ofwheat
or half a sa‘ [2.04 liters] of something else, for each day. He can

give all of the food to a single poor person, all at once.
Whoever loses consciousness or is insane the entirety of the day:

his fast is not valid, and the one who lost consciousness makes it up.

The Intention to Fast
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An obligatory [fard] fast is not valid except with a specific inten-

tion during some part of the night «by believing himself to be fasting
for Ramadan, making it up, performing a vowed fast, or a fast that
is an expiatory fast». Voluntary fasts are valid from someone who
has not done something to invalidate it with an intention made
during the day, categorically [»utlagan] «whether the intention is
before noon or after it.

Fast Invalidators
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Whoever inserts anything into his body or a body cavity (like the
brain and throat «and the inside of the vagina or similar things that
lead to the stomach»), from any location other than the urethra;
swallows mucus after it reaches his mouth; induces vomit and vom-
its; ejaculates or releases pre-ejaculate [madhi] frommasturbation
or non-genital rubbing; looks repeatedly and ejaculates; intends
to break their fast; is cupped or cups someone else — deliberately,
voluntarily, and remembering the fast — has broken [the fast] «even
if he is unaware that it is But «the fast is» not <broken
if thought leads to orgasm, or water from rinsing the mouth or
nostrils enters his throat — even if he did so vigorously, or exceeded
three «times, even if not done for purificatiom.

unlawful.
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Whoever has intercourse in the daytime of Ramadan without

overwhelming need for sex and the like <e.g., a sickness that is

improved through sex» must make it up and give an expiation,
categorically [mutlaqan] «whether ignorant, forgetful, mistaken
~ such as someone who thought it was night and it turned out to
be day, compelled or participated voluntarily». No expiation is

required <of the womar» when she has an excuse, such as sleeping,
compulsion, forgetfulness, and ignorance. But she must make it up.
The expiation is freeing a slave or, in its absence, fasting consecu-

tively for two months.Whoever is unable «to fast: can give food to
sixty poor. In their absence, the obligation is dropped.
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It is offensive to gather one’s spit and then swallow it; to taste

food or suck on mastic that does not dissolve — and the fast is
invalid if the taste reaches the throat.

Kissing and its like <e.g., hugging, touching, and repeatedly
looking; are offensive> for someone who will be aroused. They are
unlawful if he thinks he will orgasm.
dt is unlawfub to suck mastic that dissolves «even if one does

not swallow one’s saliva».

Lying, gossiping, tale-bearing, abusing, and the like <e.g., ex-

tremely ugly sin and disobedience are emphatically «unlawfub.
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It is recommended to hasten breaking one’s fast and to delay one’s

pre-fast meal; to say what has been narrated when breaking fast:

“Allabuma laka sumtu, wa ‘ald rizgika aftartu, subbanaka
Llabumma wa bi-hamdika, Allahumma taqabbal minni,
innaka anta s-sami‘u l-alim”

(“O Allah, for your sake I fasted, and upon your suste-
nance I break it. O Allah, accept it from me. Indeed, you
are the All-Hearing, All-Knowing”)>;
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to make up fasts consecutively and immediately.
It is unlawful to delay making up fasts without excuse. If one

delays excessively, then — along with the make up — one must feed
one poor person for each day. If someone breaking his fast dies —

even if before another <Ramadarm — food is also given on his behalf
from the top of his estate [i.e. before the estate is distributed to
inheritors] and fasting is not performed on his behalf.
If someone dies having vowed to perform Hajj, a fast, a prayer,

or the like <e.g., circumambulation or a vowed spiritual retreat
[itikaf|>, it is recommended for his guardian to make it up.When
there is an estate, it must be done, though the guardian does not
have to perform it himself.

Recommended Fasts
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It is recommended to fast the White Days «the 13—15th of ev-
ery lunar month; Thursdays; Mondays; six days from Shawwal;
Allah’s month Muharram (with the tenth and then the ninth be-

ing more emphatic); the nine days from the start of Dhi |-Hijjah
(with the Day of ‘Arafah being most emphatic) for individuals not
performing Hajj.
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The best fast is «the fast ofDawiid (‘alayhi s-salam)> fasting one
day and breaking fast the next. It is offensive to single out «the
entire month of» Rajab, Friday, Saturday, the Day of Doubt «the

30th day of Sha‘ban when there is something affecting visibility,
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such as clouds», every celebration of disbelievers; and fasting one
or two days before Ramadan. All [are offensive] so long as the fast
does not match one’s habit.

ols inka 65 32 YI i pel acts lb indi to (55
It is unlawful to fast the two days of Eid, categorically

«whether the fast is obligatory or voluntary — and it is invalid>, and
the Days of Tashriq [11-13 Dhi !-Hijjah] (unless making a blood
sacrifice for performing Umrah and then Hajj or performing them
both together).
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It is unlawful to interrupt an obligatory [fard] act which allows
formultiple performances within its valid time [fardmuwassa‘] «.g.,
making up Ramadan before the next one, performing a prayer at
the beginning of its time: without an excuse once one begins it. It
is offensive to interrupt a voluntary act other than Hajj or Umrah
without an excuse.

Spiritual Retreat
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Spiritual Retreat [itikdaf] is recommended. It is not valid from
someone who is required to attend congregational prayers except
in a mosque where a congregation is held if a prayer will occur
[during the time of his retreat].
A condition for it[s performance] is that one is free of anything

requiring performing the purificatory bath «e.g, menstruation or
lochia>.
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If one vows to perform spiritual retreat or prayer in a mosque
other than the three [al-Masjid al-Hardm in Mecca, the Mosque
of the Prophet #% in Medina, and al-Aqsa in Jerusalem], one can

perform it in another mosque. But if one vows it in one of those
three, one must perform it there or in a superior mosque. The most
superior is al-Masjid al-Haram, then the Mosque of the Prophet 2%,
and then al-Aqsa.
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One does not exit from a spiritual retreat that one has vowed
to perform consecutively except for something unavoidable e.g.,
fetching his own food and drink when no one will bring it for
him, vomiting, washing away filth, relieving oneself, performing
an obligatory ablution (even if for a prayer before its time has en-
tered)». He does not visit someone who is sick nor attend a funeral
unless it was stipulated «though it is not valid to stipulate exiting
for trade or whenever one wants».

1 oat,Nel 5 ool
Intercourse spoils it. So does ejaculating from foreplay.

bs

An expiation for oath breaking is required for spoiling «a spiritual
retreat one had vowed to perform.

VG opal a9

It is recommended to busy oneself with acts of worship and to

Cam est?

avoid whatever does not concern one -e.g., debating, arguing, and
frequent speech».
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Hajj and Umrah are both obligatory «when five conditions are
met»

<t~2> for Muslims who are free;
«3-4» responsible «i.e., mature and sane; and,
<5» able.
«They are obligatory once ina lifetime, and <once the conditions

for its obligation have been fulfilled, to leave for it» immediately
«provided the way is safe.

If something preventing Hajj ceases to do so «e.g., a youth
matures, a slave is freed, consciousness is regained> at ‘Arafah <or

afterward if one returns and stands on it in time, or something
preventing Umrah «ends, e.g., a disbeliever enters Islam» before
the Circumambulation for Umrah and they «Hajj and Umral» are

performed: in that case they take place as the obligatory [fard] act.
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If one is unable due to old age or a chronic illness, one is re-

quired to support someone to perform Hajj and Umrah on one’s
behalf fromwherever the rites became obligatory. The <substitute’s>
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performances of Hajj and Umrah suffice him so long as he does
not recover before his substitute’s entry into the state of pilgrim-
age [ibram].
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Additionally, a condition a woman [being obligated] is having a
close male relative [»abram]. If she loses hope <of having a close
relative, she picks someone to perform it as her substitute.

WS feldeg BG 53

If someone required to perform Hajj or Umrah dies, it «whatever
is needed to do so is taken from his estate.
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It is recommended for someone wishing to enter the state of
pilgrimage to make the purificatory bath or, if excused, dry ab-
lution; to clean themselves <e.g., to shave their pubic hair, pluck
armpit hair, crop their mustache, pare their nails, remove offensive
odors»; to apply perfume to their body (it being offensive to apply
it to the clothes).
It is recommended to enter the state of pilgrimage wearing a

waist wrapper [izdr] and shawl [rida’| that are white — after pray-
ing an obligatory prayer, or two prayer-cycles when not in
a time in which prayer is prohibited.

«after
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Intending to enter the state of pilgrimage is a condition [for its
validity]. Stipulating [a release in the event something bars one
from completing the pilgrimage] is recommended «e.g., “O Allah,
I intend to perform such-and-such, so make it easy for me and
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accept it from me. If anything restrains me then my release [from
pilgrimage] is wherever I am restrained”>.

gas £5805 i Bg iAdof 583 gai Jatt;
3

The superior way to perform the rites is tamattu‘. It is when one
enters the state of pilgrimage to perform Umrah during the months
of Hajj, completes it, and then enters the state of pilgrimage to
perform Hajj during the same year.
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The next superior way is ifrdd. It is when one enters the state of

pilgrimage to perform Hajj and then, upon its completion, enters
the state of pilgrimage to perform Umrah.

Qirdn is when one enters the state of pilgrimage to perform both
rites together, or to perform Umrah and then appends Hajj before
making Umrah’s Circumambulation.
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Everyone who performs tamattu‘ and girdn who comes from afar
[ufugiyyan] must make a blood sacrifice [dam nusuk] (according
to its conditions).
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If a woman performing tamattu‘ menstruates <or has lochia
before making Umrah’s obligatory circumambulatiom and she
fears missing Hajj, she enters the state of pilgrimage for Hajj and
performs giran.
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It is recommended to say the talbiyah,with it being emphasized

whenever one has crested a ridge [nushuzan], descended into a valley,
prayed an obligatory prayer, [or when] night or day approaches,
looks to his companions, mounts or alights [from his transport],

oly i
hocNe

hears someone saying the talbiyah, or forgetfully does something
proscribed «when he remembers».
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It is offensive to enter the state of pilgrimage [ihrdm] before

e!

its appointed places of entry [miqat], and to enter Hajj before its

appointed months.

TheMigat and Things UnlawfulDuringPilgrimage
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Al-Hulayfah is the designated point of entry for the people of
Medina; al-Juhfah is for the Levant, Egypt, and the west; Yalamlam
is for Yemen; Qarn is for Najd; and Dhat ‘Irq is for the east.
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Whoever is in Mecca enters Hajj from it, and Umrah from outside
the Sacred Precinct [al-bill].
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The months for [entering] Hajj are ShawwAl, Dhu 1-Qa‘dah, and
the [first] ten days of Dhi |-Hijjah.
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The things proscribed while in the state of pilgrimage are nine:
<I> removing hair;
<2 paring the nails;
«3-4 for a man to cover his head or wear sewn garments with

the exception of trousers in the absence of an izdr or khuff in the
absence of sandals;

<5> using perfume;
<6> killing land-based game animals;
<7> contracting marriage;
<8> intercourse; and,
<g> foreplay.
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For removing less than three hairs or nails, one must feed some-

one who is poor for each complete or partial <hair or nail» removed.
For removing three or more or nails», one must make a
blood sacrifice.

For covering the head with something that touches it, wearing
sewn garments, applying perfume to the body or clothing or smell-
ing it, and applying oil - one must makea fidyah sacrifice.

For killing an edible land-based game animal «whether doing so

directly or causing it do be done, one must give its compensation.

chairs
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Intercourse before the first release [taballul] during Hajj or
before completing Umrah’s traversal spoils them both, categori-
cally «whether one was forgetful, ignorant, compelled,
or asleep». For doing so during Hajj <i.e., intercourse before the
first release, one must sacrifice a camel [badanah]. For doing so

during Umrah «before the first release, one must sacrifice a sheep
[shah]. Both must complete their spoiled rites and make them up,
categorically [mutlaqan] «whether the participant is an adult or
minor, penetrator or penetrated; and whether the rite is obligatory
or voluntary. They must make them up immediately if they are

legally responsible. Otherwise, theymake them up immediately after
becoming legally

responsible

and performing their obligatory Hajj.

[mutlaqan]
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Foreplay does not invalidate the rites. Sacrificing a camel is
obligatory if one orgasms. Otherwise, a sheep is obligatory.

Intercourse during Hajj between the first and second releases
[al-taballul al-awwal, and al-taballul al-thani] does not spoil it.
However, it does spoil the state of pilgrimage [al-ibrdm], so one
must [re]enter it from outside the Sacred Precinct [al-bill] so that
they can perform the Visitation Circumambulation while in a sound
state of pilgrimage and traverse [between Safa and Marwah| if they
had not done so. He must sacrifice a sheep.
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A woman’s entry into the state of pilgrimage [ibram] is like
a man’s except concerning wearing stitched clothing, avoiding
wearing a face-covering [burqa‘] or gloves, and covering her face.
If she covers her face without an excuse to do so, she must make
an expiation.

Expiations & Compensations
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Expiation mends the following: shaving, paring nails, covering
the head, and using perfume. One chooses between fasting three

days; giving food to six of the poor, giving each poor individual
a mudd [o.51 liters] of wheat, or half a $4‘ [2.04 liters + 2 = 1.02
liters] of dried dates or raisins or barley; or slaughtering a sheep.
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For compensation for hunting [or slaughtering a land animal

that has an analogous type], one chooses between: [slaughtering] a
similar animal; and appraising its value in dirhams and then using
them to either purchase food appropriate for zakat al-fitr which is

given to the poor (each individual getting one mudd of wheat of
half a sa° of non-wheat), or fasting one day in place of each poor
person who would have been fed.
When compensating for hunting [or slaughtering a land animal]

that does not have an analogous type, one chooses between feeding
[the poor], and fasting.
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Someone performing Umrah and then Hajj the same year
[mutamati| or both of them simultaneously [g@rin] who cannot
find a sacrificial animal fasts three days during Hajj (with it being
best to make the last day on the Day of ‘Arafah) and seven days
upon returning to their family.

Someone who is held back [from performing pilgrimage,mubsar]
and does not find a sacrificial animal is to fast ten days, after which
he is released [from pilgrim’s sanctity].
The expiation for wearing clothing, applying perfume, and

covering the head ceases being obligatory by forgetfulness «and

by ignorance and compulsiom.
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All sacrificed animals and expiatory food belong to the poor
within the Sacred Precinct — except for the expiation for annoy-
ances, wearing clothing, and the like «e.g., perfume, foreplaywithout
orgasm, as they are owed wherever their cause occurs.

Fasting suffices wherever done.
The blood sacrifice is either a sheep, or one-seventh of a camel

or a cow.
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For compensation for hunting, one returns to the judgments of
the Companions [may Allah be pleased with them]. If they did not
adjudicate «a particular type of animal that has a likeness», then one
returns to two upright experts. And for whatever has no likeness,
one returns to its value at its location.
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Hunting within the Sacred Precinct of Mecca is forbidden cat-
egorically [mutlaqan] <for pilgrims and non-pilgrims>.
dt is forbiddem to cut its trees and grass — except for idhkhir

[a certain kind of plant, said to be sweet rush]. Compensation is
owed for it.
It is forbiddem to hunt within the Sacred Precinct of Medina,

and to cut its trees and grass without needing them for fodder,
camel saddles, and their like <e.g., things needed for cultivation
and travel», No compensation is owed for it.

EnteringMecca
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It is recommended to enter Mecca during the day from its high-
est point <at Thaniyah Kada’, later known as al-Ma‘lah Gate, and
to enter the Mosque from Bani Shaybah Gate.When one sees the
House, one raises the hands and says what was transmitted

<Allahumma anta s-salamu wa minka s-salam, bayyind
rabband bi-s-salam”

(“O Allah, You are Peace, the Source of Peace; O Lord
resurrect us in peace”),

“Allabumma zid haddha |-bayta ta‘ziman wa tashrifan
wa takriman wa mahdbbatan wa birran wa zid man
‘azzamahu wa sharrafabu wa tashrifan wa
takriman wa mabdbatan wa birran”

ta‘ziman

(“O Allah, increase this house in reverence, nobility, honor,
dignity, and piety. Increase the reverence, honor, nobility,
honor, dignity, and piety of those who revere and honor
it.”),

“Al-bamdu li-Llahi rabbi |-‘Glamin kathiran kama huwa
ahblubu, wa yanbaghi li-karami wajbihi, wa ‘izzi
jalalihi, wa-l-hamdu li-Llabi |-ladbi ballaghani baytahu,
wa li-dbdlika ablan. Al-Hamdu li-Llabi ‘ala kulli
balin, Allabumma innaka da‘awta ila bajji baytika |-baram,
wa qad li-dbhdlika, Allabumma taqabbal minni,
wa-‘fu ‘anni, wa aslib li sha’ni kullabu, la ilaba illa anta”

ma

ra-ant

jetuka

(“Praise is due to Allah, Lord of the worlds, copiously
just as befits Him and whatever should be due to His
noble Face, the strength of His Glory. Praise is due to
AllahWho brought me to His house and saw me fit for it.
And praise is due to Allah in all circumstances. O Allah,
You have called [Your servants] to make pilgrimage to
Your inviolable house, and I have come to You for that.
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O Allah, accept it from me, grant me respite, rectify all
of my affairs, there is no god but You”)

One then circumambulates with the middle of one’s mantle under
the right shoulder Someone making Umrah intends
the Umrah Circumambulation; others intend making the Arrival
Circumambulation. One faces the Black Stone and kisses it (if kiss-
ing it is difficult, one points to it), and says what was transmitted

mudtabi‘an]

Llab, wa-Llabu akbar, Allabumma imdnan bika,
wa tasdiqan bi-kitabika, wa wafd’an bi-‘ahdika, wa-
tiba‘an li-sunnati nabiyyika Mubammad 2”

bi smu

(“In the name ofAllah. Allah is most great! O Allah, out of
faith in You, affirming Your Book, fulfilling Your covenant,
following the Sunnah ofYour ProphetMuhammad 2”)

— each time». Someone coming from afar jogs [yarmu!] during this
Circumambulation. When finished, one prays two prayer-cycles
behind the Station <of Ibrahim». Then one touches the Black Stone
and exits to Safa from its gate, ascends it until one sees the House,
says “Allahu akbar” three times, and then what was transmitted

“a ilaba illa Llabu wabdabu ld sharika labu, labu I-

mulku, wa labu |-bamdu, yubyi wa yumit, wa huwa
bayyun 1a yamiitt, bi-yadihi |-khayr wa huwa ‘ala kulli
shay’in qadir, la ilaha illa Llahu wabdahu 1a sharika
labu, sadaqa wa‘dabu, wa nasara ‘abdahu wa hazama
l-abzadba wabdahu”

(“There is no god but Allah alone, without partner. His
is the dominion, His the praise. He gives life and causes
to die, He is alive and never dies, all good is in His hand,
and He has power over everything. There is no god but
Allah alone, without partner. He kept His promise, gave
His slave the victory, and routed the Confederates alone” )
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~ three times, after which one supplicates>. One then descends, walk-
ing to the first marker and then walks quickly to the other «marker.
One then walks, ascends Marwah, and says what one said on Safa.
One then descends, walking where one had [previously] walked,
walking quickly where one had [previously] walked quickly, up
until reaching Safa. One does the above seven times, counting his
departure «as a traversal and his return «as a traversal.
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Someone performing ‘Urmah and then Hajj in the same year
[mutamatti‘] who does not have a sacrificial animal is released by
trimming his hair. Someone who does havea sacrificial animal is
released when he has performed Hajj.
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Someone performing Umrah and then Hajj in the same year
[mutamatti| stops chanting “Labbayk Allahumma labbayk...”
when beginning Circumambulation.

How to Perform Hajj and Umrah
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It is recommended for someone present in Mecca to initiate
Hajj on Yaum al-Tarwiyah «the 8th of Dhi |-Hijjah> and to spend
the night in Mina. When the sun rises, one travels to ‘Arafah. All
of ‘Arafah is a place for standing, save Batn ‘Uranah. At ‘Arafah,
one joins the Noon and Afternoon Prayers in the time of the Noon
Prayer. One makes frequent supplication using the ones that were
transmitted
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“Ld ilaha illa Llabu wabdahu 1a sharika labu, labu I-
mulku wa labu |-bamdu yubyiwa yumit wa huwa bayyun
la yamiut, bi-yadihi |-khayr wa huwa ‘ala kulli shay’in
gadir. Allabumma-j‘al fi qalbi niiran wa fi basari niiran
wa fi sam% nitran wa yassir li amri”

(“There is no god but Allah alone, without partner. His
is the dominion, His the praise. He gives life and causes
to die, He is alive and never dies, all good is in His hand,
and He has power over everything. O Allah, place light
in my heart, light in my sight, light in my hearing, and
facilitate my affairs )>
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The time for standing is from dawn on the Day of ‘Arafah up

until dawn on the Day of Sacrifice [yaum al-nabr]. After sunset,
one goes to Muzdalifah, where one joins Sunset and Night Prayers
(in the time of the latter), One stays the night there. When one
prays Dawn Prayer one goes to [the hill of] al-Mash‘ar al-Haram
and ascends it. One stands there, says “Al-Hamdu lillah, Allabu
akbar” and recites “But when you depart from ‘Arafat, remember
Allah at al-Mash‘ar al-Haram. And remember Him, as He has
guided you, for indeed, you were before that among those astray.
Then depart from the place from where [all] the people depart and
ask forgiveness of Allah. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful”
(Quran, 2:198—99).
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One supplicates until light and then goes to Mina. When he
arrives at Muhassir <a valley between Muzdalifah and Mina, he
hastens to throw [pebbles] at the pillar. He takes seventy pebbles
for [throwing at] the pillars; they are larger than chickpeas but
smaller than hazelnuts [bunduq]. He throws at Jamrata |-‘Aqabat
alone with seven pebbles, right arm raised until the white of the
armpit is visible; with each pebble one says “Allabu akbar” «and

says, “Allabumma j‘alhu bajjan mabriiran wa dhibhan maghfiran
wa say‘an mashkiiran” (“O Allah, make it a pious Hajj, a sacri-
fice [for which one is] forgiven, and rewarded effort”)>. One then
slaughters one’s sacrifice and either shaves or trims all of one’s
hair — though a woman trims only a fingertip’s amount. Thereupon,
everything [that was unlawful during pilgrimage] becomes lawful
<such as perfume and the like except for «intercourse, foreplay, and
the like with» women. One then goes forth to Mecca.
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One then performs the Visitation Circumambulation that is
the essential element. One then performs Traversal if one did not
already do so. Everything [that was unlawful during pilgrimage]
is now permissible «even womerm.
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It is recommended that he drink water from the well of Zamzam
[and to supplicate] for whatever one wishes. One drinks until full
and then supplicates using the transmitted supplications <e.g.,

“bi-smi Llahi, Allabumma-j‘albu land “ilman ndafi‘an wa
rizqan wasi‘an wa rayyan wa kardan wa shib‘an wa
shifaan min kulli d@in, wa-ghsil bibi qalbi wa-mla’hu
min khashyatika wa bikmatika”

(“In the name of Allah. O Allah, grant us a knowledge
that benefits, a sustenance that is abundant, moistening
and fulfilling, and a cure from every affliction. Wash my
heart with it, and fill it with awareness of You and with
Your wisdom.)>.

One then returns and stays inMind for three nights. One throws
pebbles at the pillars during each of the Days of Tashriq
[Dhu 1|-Hijjah 11-13] after the sun reaches its zenith and before
praying the Noon Prayer.
Whoever hastens his departure [by leaving] after two days: if

he did not leave before sunset, he is required to stay the night and
throw [pebbles] the next day.
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The Farewell Circumambulation is an obligation. One performs
it and then stands in the Black Stone’s corner and the door [al-
multazam] andmakes a supplication that has been transmitted «e.g.,

<“Allahumma hdadha baytuka wa and ‘abduka wa-bnu
‘abdika wa-bnu amatika, bamaltani ‘alama sakhkharta li
min khalqika, wa sayyartani fi biladika hatta ballaghtani
bi-ni‘matika ila baytika, wa a‘antani ‘ald ada@’i nusuki fa-in
kunta radita ‘anni fa-zdad ‘anni ridan, wa illa fa-munna
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gabla an tana’a ‘an baytika dari wa hadha awanu-nsirafi
in adhinta li ghayru mustabdilan bika wa la baytika wa la
raghibin ‘anka wa 1a ‘an baytika, Allabumma fa ashibni
LGfryata fi badaniwa-s-sibbati fi jismiwa-l-‘ismata fi dini
wa absin munqalabi, war-zuqni ta‘ataka ma abqaytani,
wa-jma‘ li bayna khayrayi d-dunya wa-l-akburati innaka
‘ala kulli shay’in qadir”

(“O Allah, this is Your house, and I am Your servant the
son of Your two servants. You have carried me on one
of Your creatures that You have made submissive to me,
bringing me to Your land until, by Your grace, I reached
Your House, and You graced me that I might fulfill Your
rites. If you are pleased with me then be more so, and
if not, then bless me now before I become distant from
Your House — my house. Now is the time I depart if You
permit me, who seek none but You and no other than
Your house, and am not averse to You or Your house. O
Allah, give me good health in body and protect me in

my religion. Make my affairs turn out well and give me
sustenance of obedience to You as long as You let me live.
Give me the best of this world and the next, for truly You
have power over everything.” )>.

A woman with menstruation or lochia supplicates from the gate
of the mosque.
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It is recommended to visit the grave of the Prophet #¢ and the
graves of his two companions (may Allah be pleased with them).
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THE SUPREME SYNOPSIS

The description of [performing] Umrah is that anyone in the
Sacred Precinct enters the state of pilgrimage [ibram] from the clos-
est point outside the Sacred Precinct [adnd al-bill] and that others
enter it from his homeland [dutwayrah ahilihi] if it is closer than the

appointed points of entry [miqdt]. Otherwise, he enters from the

appointed place of entry. One then performs Circumambulation,
Traversal, and shortening the hair.

Essential & Obligatory Elements ofHajj e& Umarah

5 023,355sy eT ad)
The essential elements of Hajj are four:
<> entering the state of pilgrimage [ibram];
<2> standing <on ‘Arafal»;
<3> Circumambulation; and,
<4 traversal «between Safa and Marwal».
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Its obligatory elements are seven:
<1 that anyone passing an appointed place of entry [smiqdt] enter

the state of pilgrimage from it;
<2» standing <on ‘Arafah»> until night for anyone who stood dur-

ing the day;
<3—4> staying the night at Muzdalifah until after half «the night

if one arrived before it, and in Mina during its nights;
<5> throwing «stones at the pillars» in order;
<6 shaving or trimming [the head]; and,
<7> the Farewell Circumambulation.
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The essential elements of Umrah are three:
<I> entering the state of pilgrimage;
<2> Circumambulation; and,
<3» traversal.

watts 5 By JLT fe 208!MI

Its obligatory elements are two:
<> entering the state of pilgrimage from outside the Sacred

Precinct [al-bill|; and,
<2» shaving or trimming [the head].
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Whoever missed standing <on ‘Arafah> has missed Hajj. He is
released [from his rites] by performing Umrah and making a hadi
sacrifice’ if he did not make a stipulation [for release] .
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Whoever was prevented from the House «i.e., entering the Sacred
Precinct makes a hadi sacrifice and is then released [from the rites].
If he does not have a sacrifice, he fasts ten days.
Whoever was blocked from [standing on] ‘Arafah is released by

performing Umrah and no blood [sacrifice is required].
df everyone making Hajj or all except a few stand on ‘Arafah

on the 8th or roth of Dhi |-Hijjah by mistake, it suffices them»

1. A hadi sacrifice refers to an animal brought to the Sacred Precinct specifi-
cally for that purpose. An udbiyab sacrifice refers to an animal slaughtered
on the day of Eid.
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Sacrifice

gS Bt Led
The udhbiyah sacrifice is recommended, and it is offensive for

someone able to do so to omit it.
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The time for slaughtering is from after Eid Prayer or its amount,
up until the second Day of Tashriq [Dhu I-Hijjah 12].
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The slaughterer is not given his wages from the animal, nor its

hide or any other portion of it sold. Rather, they are benefited from.
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What is best for hadi and udbiyah sacrifices is a camel, [then a]
cow, and then a sheep.
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Nothing suffices <for an obligatory hadi or udhiyyal> except for
a six-month-old male sheep [jadh‘ da’n], or a one-year-old [thaniy]
of something else. <The thaniy is a goat that has completed one
full year.» The thaniy of a camel has five years, and of a cow two.
A single sheep suffices [as hadi or udhiyyah] for an individual
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<and his household and his family>, while a camel and a cow suffice
for seven [individuals and their households and families].

[A sacrificial animal] that is emaciated, or clearly one-eyed or
lame does not suffice. Neither does one that is missing its front
teeth, most of an ear, or its horn.

It is recommended to slaughter a camel from the bottom of its
neck while it is standing and with its left leg hobbled. Other ani-
mals are slaughtered from the top of the neck. One says “Bismi
Liahi, Allabumma bhadba minka wa laka” (“In the name of Allah.
O Allah, this is from You and for You”).
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It is recommended «for one makinga sacrifice to eat, gift, and
give charity [from the sacrifice] ~ one-third each «i.e., he and his
household eat one third, gift with one third, and give charity with
one third>, categorically «whether obligatory or not. It is
permissible to give meat from a voluntary sacrifice to a non-Muslim.
It is recommended to give charity from the best of it, gift the

average of it, and eat the least of it.
It is recommended to shave afterward. If one eats all of it except

for an [118.58 grams], it is permissible. It is unlawful for
someone who intends to performa sacrifice to removes any of his
hair, nails, or skin during the ten days of Dhi |-Hijjah.
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Slaughtering for a newborn [‘aqigqah] is recommended: two sheep
for a male, and one for a female. It is slaughtered on the seventh
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day. If missed, then on the fourteenth. If that is missed, then on
the twenty-first. Then, increments of seven days are not significant
«after this, so one slaughters on whatever day he wishes».

Its ruling is like the ruling of an udbiyah sacrifice.
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Jihad is a communal obligation [fard] except when someone
is present <in the battle line>, or he or his land has been encircled,
or there is a general call to arms — then it is a personal obligation.

One does not voluntarily participate if one of one’s parents is a
free Muslim, except with their permission.
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It is recommended to participate in manning border defenses
Its minimum duration is one hour; its complete duration

is forty days.
<{The following sections concerning emigration and prisoners

of war are added here since it will be referenced later and this is
where it originally occurs in the commentary.]
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Emigration is an obligation upon every individual unable to
practice his religion in public from a place where the rule of non-
Muslims or misguided innovation dominates. If one is able to display
one’s religion, then for him [emigration] is recommended in order
to remove oneself from augmenting the non-Muslims and mingling
with them, and in order to be prepared to make jihad against them.
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Non-Muslim prisoners of war are in two categories. One cat-

egory is enslaved automatically by virtue of being taken prisoner;
they are women and children. One category is not [automatically
enslaved]; they are mature male combatants. Concerning them, the
Imam chooses based on public welfare [maslabah] and personal
reasoning [i/tibdd] for the sake of the Muslims — not based upon
lust. [He] chooses between enslavement; execution; and ransoming
for money or exchanging for Muslim prisoners of war. It is obliga-
tory for the Imam to choose what is in the best interest of welfare.
It is not permissible for him to deviate from what he sees to be
best for welfare. If his opinion keeps changing, killing them is best.
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[The following] are not to be killed: minors, females, hermaph-

rodites, monks [or nuns], the elderly or the blind who have no
say in it, did not fight, and did not encourage [others] to fight. If
non-Muslims use them [i.e., the individuals justmentioned who are
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not to be killed] as shields, they are fired upon with the intent [to
strike] the combatants. [But this is] not done if they use a Muslim
as a shield — unless we fear for ourselves, and then the intent is [to
strike] the non-Muslims and not the Muslim....>
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The Imam must prevent deserters and demoralizers. The army

must obey the Imam and be patient with him.
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Enemy resources [ghanimah] are owned by being confiscated

in enemy lands. One-fifth of the spoils is divided into five shares:
one share for Allah and His Messenger [3%]; one for [his] rela-
tives: Bani Hashim and al-Muttalib; one for poor orphans; one
for the poor; and one for wayfarers. Being Muslim is a condition
for recipients of shares,
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The remainder is distributed between those who participated in
the battle.A foot-soldier receives one share; a cavalryman mounted
on an Arabian horse receives three shares and «one mounted> on
another type of horse receives two shares.
‘The spoils» are distributed to free male Muslims. Others can

receive a prize <less than the amount of a single share.
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When a land is conquered by the sword <i.e., by force; e.g., the

Levant, Iraq, and Egypt», the Imam chooses between distributing it
and declaring it an endowment forMuslims by putting a permanent
levy on it that is taken from whoever holds it.
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Anything taken from the wealth of polytheists without fighting
(like jizyab, and the tenth «taken from non-Muslim traders who
are from lands hostile to Islam, and the one-twentieth taken from
a non-Muslim resident) is tribute [fay’]: it is used for Muslim
public welfare — as is the fifth of a fifth [taken] from the enemy
resources [ghanimah].

TheDhimmah Contract
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The Dhimmah contract is permissible <for the Imam or his deputy
only — and it is not valid from anyone else: with anyone who has
a book of revelation or what resembles it dike the Zoroastrians
[Majiis|>. They are fought until they enter Islam or give the jizyah.
Others are fought until they enter Islam or are killed. The jizyah is
taken from them “mumtahanin musaghgharin” <having to stand
a long time with their arms outstretched>. It is not taken from a

minor, slave, woman, someone too poor to pay it, or the like «e.g.,
someone who is blind, elderly, insane, decrepit, or a monk in a

monastery>.
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It requires that they be held accountable to Islamic law in things
they consider unlawful, including life, dignity [‘ird], property, and
the like «e.g., theft.
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They are required to be distinctive fromMuslims. They can ride
animals other than horses [but] without a saddle.
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It is unlawful to aggrandize them by greeting them with “as-
salamu ‘alaykum.”
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A dhimmi has broken his contract if he assaults a Muslim; or
says something evil about Allah, the Quran, or His Messenger #é.
{In such a case,] the Imam chooses the same way he does with an

enemy prisoner ofwar «as mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.
[This ends the first portion of the book. The next chapter con-

cerns sales and other financial transactions.]
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HANBALI ACTS OF WORSHIP

From Ibn Balban’s
The Supreme Synopsis
Akhsar al-Mukbhtasaréat

Downloaded via sunniconnect.com
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THIS SLIM VOLUME presents a practical introduction to

acts ofworship according to the [fanbali school ofIslamic
law. The text comes from Shaykh Ibn Balban’s Supreme
Synopsis (Akhsar a favorite introduction

covering the full range of topics.
‘The chapters of this volume cover purification, prayer,

zakat, fasting, pilgrimage, and jihad. The text includes nu-

merous explanatory notes to cquip students for personal
practice, and to prepare them for more advanced studies.
This edition includes the Arabic text, its translation,

and notes drawn from its commentaries—especially
Shaykh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Bali’s Kashfal-Mukhaddarat.
This volume covers the first third of Shaykh Ibn

Balban's Supreme Synopsis. Future volumes will cover che

rest of the text.
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and to deliver legal edicts (fatwes) from senior legal schal-
ars and jurisprudencs (fagaha’ and wftis). He resides and

works in Abu Dhabi.
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